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Abstract

Abstract

Optical guidepath following automatic guided vehicles (AGV) have its applications

limited due to its inability to avoid obstacles that block its path forward. This research

therefore develops an AGV that follows optical guidepath for navigation and is able to

able to maneuver around obstacles. An algorithm that detects obstacles and avoids them

is presented first. This algorithm, called the guidepath following certainty grid (GFCG)

method uses data from infra red (IR) ranging sensors located in front of the AGV to

detect and avoid obstacles. After maneuvering around the obstacle using the contour of

the obstacle, the AGV rejoins the guidepath and resumes its movement towards its

destination. Details on the framework of the AGV, its control circuitry and organization

of intelligence are then discussed. The aluminum framework housing the circuitry and

load/ unload unit uses DC motors for movement. The AGV receives information about its

environment from IR sensors in the front and the side, line tracing sensors and a hall

effect compass. Coordination and processing of intelligence is performed by a

PIC16F877 microcontroller. Experimental results on line tracing, response distances and

obstacle avoidance are presented thereafter. Results in line tracing and response distances

exhibit orientation errors of the AGV. The response distance of the AGV upon detecting

an obstacle or a station is also presented along with path maps taken by the AGV to avoid

obstacles placed at different positions. The conclusion summarizes the features and

capabilities of the AGV and discusses the implications of this research to the region.

Areas of further research are also discussed.

IX



Chapter 1 Introduction and Literature Review

Chapter 1

Introduction and Literature Review

1.1 Introduction

The advances in robotics can offer significant contributions to the enhancement of the

capabilities of automated guided vehicles (AGV). While robotics implements

algorithms on mobile platforms that operate in strictly controlled and undisturbed

environments, AGVs are built to operate in manufacturing environments that are

noisy and constrained. An AGV shares its operating environment with factory

workers and other expensive machinery. Nevertheless, the AGVs can reap direct

benefits in the form of more powerful and capable sensors and sophisticated

algorithms developed from research in robotics.

1.2 Overview of advances in mobile robotics

Robots have been developed over a long period and research into this area is

continual. In 1942, U.S scientists and engineers were working on the Manhattan

project which involved the handling of radioactive materials in large quantities. A

glove box was first used to handle these materials, but then after safety

considerations, a telemanipulator was brought to use. It took a very long time to

master the use of the telemanipulator. To ease these difficulties, robotic manipulators

were built (Murphy, 2000).

Significant contributions have since been made by various researchers into control

systems, sensors, artificial intelligence (AI), obstacle avoidance and navigational

paradigms. These contributions are not limited to a specific part of the world.

Robotics research at present is spread across the globe and the South Pacific region

has been part of it since 2001 by participating in the annual Asian Broadcasting Union

Robotic Competition (ABU Robocon). A few prominent robots that share their
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operating environment with humans and are used in robotics research globally are

now described.

1.2.1 Intelligent Mobile Platform

Crowley (1984) used the intelligent mobile platform (IMP) to implement the

intelligent navigation system. It uses a rotating ultrasonic sensor for dynamic mapping

of the platform surroundings and is controlled by two 16-bit microprocessors.

1.2.2 Mobile Robot

An unnamed mobile robot has been used in research by Borenstein and Koren (1987).

It is a mobile robot controlled by a 3 level hierarchical computer system. The lowest

layer, consisting of 3 Z80A microcomputers are responsible for reading the sensors

and controlling the motion. At the highest level, a not on board IBM PC is connected

by a RS232 serial link to the middle layer. The middle layer is a Z80A microcomputer

solely responsible for communication between the PC and the lowest level

microcomputers. The robot uses ultrasonic sensors.

1.2.3 Nursing Robot

A nursing robot was designed and developed by Borenstein and Koren (1988) for

performing tasks for the physically disabled. It constitutes of a mobile carriage with

two ultrasonic sensors and two bumper sensors. Incremental encoders are attached to

both the driving wheels. Light sources on the walls update the robot's absolute

position and assist in navigation. The platform also houses a robotic manipulator with

five degrees of freedom.

1.2.4 NavMaster

The NavMaster used the commercially available CYBERMATION K2A mobile

platform. The K2A has a maximum speed of 0.78 m/s and a maximum steering rate of

120 deg/ sec (Borenstein and Korem, 1989). It weighs 125 kg and has a three wheel
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synchro-drive that permits omni-directional steering. The NavMaster uses 24

ultrasonic sensors and is operated by a PC operating at 7.16 MHz.

1.2.5 Robart I

Robart I was developed at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, Canada.

(Everett, 1995). Its assigned function was to patrol a home environment following

either a random or set pattern from room to room, checking for unwanted conditions

such as fire, smoke or intrusion. Robart I is capable of locating and connecting with a

free-standing recharging station when battery voltage runs low. A Synertek SYM-1

single-board computer forms the heart of the onboard electronics

1.2.6 MOPS

The mobile post system (MOPS) was developed by Rafflin (1996) for logistics

services in office blocks, hospitals and factory floors. With two exteroceptive sensors

and twelve ultrasonic sensors, this robot is capable of avoiding obstacles that block its

path of travel. The control unit drives two independent wheels and the feedbacks from

odometers on the wheels are monitored.

1.2.7 Omnimate

Developed at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) (Borenstein, 2000), this is

an omni directional vehicle built for industrial applications. Its name, Omnimate

refers to its omni directional motion capabilities. With a loading deck 183 cm long

and 91 cm wide, this vehicle is suited to cart large items such as pallets in

manufacturing facilities. The Omnimate uses the patented so called 'compliant

linkage' to reduce excessive wheel slippage.

1.2.8 Micro AGV

Collier (2001) developed the micro AGV for use in small enterprises with a flexible

manufacturing environment. It is designed for bench top use in electronic equipment

manufacturing. Wall sensors in the form of micro switches allow the vehicle to travel

by feeling the wall. It has a 20 cm by 14 cm loading deck. This AGV uses a PIC
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microcontroller as its operational hub and is driven by two independently controlled

wheels.

1.2.9 E'GV

Developed in Europe, this vehicle is used in an industrial environment to cart euro

pallets in factories and warehouses (Xu et al, 2003). It has three wheels, two of which

are driving wheels and the other is the steering wheel. The vehicle uses two

SICK/PLS laser range scanners. A front scanner assists in map building and obstacle

detection while the rear one is used for pallet localization and docking. It has a 2m

long and 1.2m wide loading deck and an industrial Pci486 (66MHz) computer is used

for control.

1.2.10 Others

An automated guided vehicle using fuzzy control was also developed by Lee and Na

(2002) for use in factories. A floor polishing robot using the PIC microcontroller was

developed at the University of the South Pacific (U.S.P) by Reddy et al (2003) while a

mobile autonomous vehicle for indoor navigation (MARVIN) was developed at the

University of Waikato for use as a security robot (Prakash et al, 2003). This however,

is not all. Many more mobile robots have been built and used in numerous

applications and robotics research globally.

The University of the South Pacific, by taking part in the annual Asia-Pacific

broadcasting union (ABU) Robocon competition has also produced a number of

mobile robots. Tagged as the PacSea series, the robots have performed well amongst

mobile robots from other Asia-Pacific countries.

1.3 Overview of obstacle avoidance algorithms

Nearly all mobile robots have obstacle avoidance algorithms of some form

(Borenstein and Koren, 1989). Some have capabilities of avoiding obstacles by

maneuvering away and finding alternate paths while more simple ones stop short of

the detected obstacle. Obstacles are generally classified in two categories (Borenstein
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and Koren, 1987). These are stationary obstacles and non-stationary obstacles.

Stationary obstacles are walls, doors and heavy furniture. Borenstein and Koren

(1987) classify non-stationary obstacles as an outcome of disorder in the environment.

These will be detected by the sensors over a limited time frame. In robots, which

carry maps of its local area, stationary obstacles are contained in the maps while the

non-stationary obstacles are processed upon detection, added to the map and then

erased.

Some of the obstacle avoidance routines implemented on various mobile robotic

platforms are discussed.

1.3.1 MA23 manipulators

This methodology deals with robotic manipulators but have had concepts from it used

in the obstacle avoidance algorithms of mobile robots. This unique real time obstacle

avoidance algorithm is based on the method of artificial potential fields and is a real

time obstacle avoiding algorithm. The philosophy of artificial potential fields,

developed by Khatib (1986) states that attractive forces of the target that are exerted

on the robot can be disturbed by repulsive forces of an obstacle. The movement of the

robot in such conditions occurs in the direction of the field of forces.

1.3.2 Vector Field Histogram

Using the above, Borenstein and Koren (1990) developed the vector field histogram

(VFH) method of obstacle avoidance. This permits the detection of unknown

obstacles and avoidance of collision while simultaneously steering the mobile robot

towards the target. It has been tested in cluttered environments where the robot

maneuvers quickly and without stopping. The VFH method creates a probability

distribution of the area in front of the robot and functions with minimal computational

overhead. The VFH uses a two-dimensional Cartesian histogram grid world model,

which is updated in real time with range data, sampled by onboard ultrasonic sensors.

It is highly suitable for fast robots. The accumulated environmental data is used to

compute a one dimensional polar histogram that is constructed around the robot's
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momentary location. Each sensor in the polar histogram holds a polar obstacle density

in that direction. The robot always moves in the direction of the lowest obstacle

density.

1.3.3 Wander routine

One of the most simplistic reactive collision avoidance methods is the wander routine.

Wander routine describes a behavioral primitive that involves traveling more or less

in a straight line until an obstacle is encountered, altering course to avoid impact and

then resuming straight line motion (Everett, 1995). The wander routine has been

implemented on Robart I with a six level scheme of proximity and impact detection

using positionable near infra red (IR) sensors, sonar sensors, cat whiskers, contact

sensors and driver motor current overload sensors. The wander routine can be very

easily coded as reactive responses or can be sophistically implemented like Brook's

(1985) subsumption architecture. In the software design, there are two distinctively

separate hierarchical layers. The low level is an interrupt driven layer while an

intermediate layer is a polling layer in the main program loop. Responses are

preprogrammed and specifically tailored to the individual sensors. The canned

avoidance responses in turn poll the other inputs to ensure appropriate reactions.

1.3.4 Circumnavigation

Circumnavigation is one other obstacle avoidance methodology. It uses a set of

secondary behaviors that sidestep obstructions while maintaining its goal seeking

behavior (Borenstein and Koren, 1989). It was implemented on the Cybermotion Inc.

K2A NavMaster autonomous vehicle. The K2A driver controller calculates a motion

vector from its perceived position to its goal location. This vector is recomputed on

the fly as the robot moves so that the vehicle heading is continually reset in

accordance to the current vector orientation. When an obstacle is encountered in the

forward path, speed is reduced and a fixed bias is added to the heading command. The

direction of the bias is such that the platform veers away in the direction of free space.

Once the obstacle is cleared, the steering bias is removed and the robot continues its

motion towards the goal.
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1.3.5 Dynamic obstacle avoidance

A reactive obstacle avoidance strategy called dynamic obstacle avoidance has also

been implemented on the previously discussed E'GV (Xu et al, 2003). It uses the

analogy of a human walking on a fixed path until an obstacle is seen. The human will

then walk away from the obstacle into free space and continue around the obstacle.

Once the obstacle is cleared, the human will return to the original path. Simplified

local representation of the surrounding is provided using the polar object chart (POC).

It also offers an effective means to locate possible ways out when obstacles are

encountered. The POC is extracted from a global perceptual space model containing a

dynamic geometrical map of the environment. This dynamic map is updated with data

from a laser scanner. The laser scanner keeps track of objects going out or coming

into the global perceptual space. Since the laser scanner continuously rotates, it

gathers data in all the 360°. It has a resolution of 1° around the momentary position of

the robot. The directions in the POC are labeled with numbers. Zero (0) is labeled

when a direction does not have any objects while a number greater than 0 is assigned

to each distinct object. An object gets classified as an obstacle when it is near to the

vehicle and lies on the local path in the moving direction of the AGV. During detours,

the AGV obstacle anchors to prevent it from getting lost or trapped in an endless loop.

1.3.6 Neural networks dynamics

There are other more sophisticated and computationally intensive methods of obstacle

avoidance that utilize the neural network. Such methods (Glasius et al, 1995) use the

neural network of the Hopfield type with non-linear analog neurons. It controls robot

motions in static as well as dynamic environments.

1.4 Navigation

Navigation answers questions on the robot's location, its origin, destination and the

best way from the origin to the destination. Path planning problems are necessary both
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for robotic manipulators and mobile robots (Crowley, 1984). Crowley mentions the

contribution of Loranzo Perez in developing the formal version of the general path-

planning problem, commonly referred to as the find path problem. The find path

problem aims to determine a continuous path for an object from one point to another

without hitting an obstacle.

Navigation is categorized in two parts, namely topological navigation and metric

navigation (Murphy, 2000). Topological navigation depends on landmarks. Murphy

(2000) mentions that this category of navigation is simple and common for behavior

based robots. It is similar to a person giving directions of a target to another using

features along the path such as trees, buildings and road junctions called Landmarks.

Landmarks are distinct features that a robot can recognize from its sensory inputs; the

characteristics of a landmark must be distinct from the operating environment and

also must be programmed into the robots memory. Landmarks can be natural and

artificial. Natural landmarks are objects and features that are already in the

environments while artificial landmarks are specifically designed objects and features

that need to be placed in the environment to enable robot navigation (Murphy, 2000

and Everett, 1997). Topological navigation uses the location of these landmarks to

plan its path. These are done using relational methods or associative methods. In

relational methods the nodes are linked up using edges. Landmarks and goals are

indicated as nodes and edges are navigable paths between these. In the more complex

associative method, the responses from the sensors create appropriate behaviors for

the robot to head to a particular landmark. Here a path does not attach to the

landmarks. In simpler terms, the relational methods are more like driving on a road

from one point to another following given paths while the associative method relates

to wandering in a park where the path is not fixed and the path is continually adjusted

towards the landmark.

Metric navigation, also known as quantitative navigation deals with planning of

optimal paths. Moreover, metric navigation, while attempting to achieve optimal

paths, decomposes the paths into sub goals consisting of waypoints (Murphy, 2000).

The representation (data structure) and the algorithm are two components of metric

path planning. The navigable area is partitioned into a configuration space (C space),
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which is a data structure that allows the robot to specify its position and is amenable

to path planning. There are various methods of C space representations such as

Voronoi distributions, regular grids and quad trees. Graph based planners,

interleaving path planning or the wave front based planners can be used to determine

the optimal paths. Metric path planning is computationally intensive.

Borenstein and Koren (1987) implemented and compared three distinct types of graph

based planners. These were heuristic depth first search with hill climbing, branch and

bound strategy with minimum estimator and the precomputed search graph with

dynamic programming. It was implemented on a mobile robot controlled by a 3 level

hierarchical computer system.

1.5 Robotic Paradigms

Murphy (2000) mentions three basic robotic paradigms that are linked by the three

commonly accepted primitives of robotics; sense, plan and act. The three paradigms,

hierarchical, reactive and hybrid deliberative/ reactive are used for the organization of

intelligence. Processing and distribution of data also contributes to their

categorization. The oldest paradigm, the hierarchical paradigm works on the sense,

plan and act cycle as shown by Figure 1.1 (a). Planning is totally removed from the

reactive paradigm while the hybrid deliberative/ reactive also use sense, plan and act

but not in a cycle. These are also shown by Figures 1.1 (b) and 1.1 (c) respectively.

SENSE

SENSE

Figure 1.1 The three paradigms (a) Hierarchical (b) reactive (c) hybrid
deliberative/ reactive (Murphy, 2000)

9
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Reactive paradigms have a biological foundation. Murphy (2000) mentions that in the

reactive paradigm, sensory inputs correspond to specific behavior patterns. Murphy

(2000) has classified the subsumption architecture that was implemented by Brooks

on the six-legged walking robot as the most prominent pure reactive paradigm

systems. Brook's (1985) implementation of the subsumption architecture did not have

a central control command module and parallel computation was performed on a low

bandwidth loosely coupled network of asynchronous simple processors. Each

processor was assigned specific response based tasks that were triggered by specific

signals from the sensors.

In the hybrid deliberative/ reactive paradigm, the robot first deliberates on the best

means to accomplish the task. It then uses its behaviors to accomplish these tasks. The

execution of the behaviors is based on the reactive paradigm. Sensor coordination is a

combination of both the hierarchical and reactive paradigms. Murphy (2000)

mentions sensor data is available to the behaviors that need that sensor. The planners

that construct the task oriented world model always have access to the sensors

(Murphy, 2000).

The intelligent navigation system implemented on the IMP by Crowley (1984) falls

into the hybrid deliberative/ reactive paradigm category. This navigation system

maintains a dynamic model of the robot's environment with information from the

rotating sonar sensors and also an internal model of the path of the robot. Differences

between the updated dynamic model and the internal model are corrected with

appropriate path planning actions. The internal model also gets sensor information

and uses it to plan paths and provide reliable information on obstacle avoidance.

The intelligent navigation system decomposes mobile robot navigation into global and

local navigation problems. At the global level, the system plans and executes a

sequence of actions while the local level plans and executes local actions to

accomplish each global action. This even includes the means to accommodate

unforeseen obstacles.

10
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1.6 AGVs and manufacturing

An automatic guided vehicle (AGV) is a driverless vehicle that performs material

handling transportation within a facility (Sarker and Hoff, 1998). Material handling

vehicles are of six major types. They are the unit load carriers, towing, pallet trucks,

forklifts, light load carriers and assembly line vehicles. These vehicles travel on

optical, chemical or wire guidepaths. Heat and odor guidepaths have also been

studied.

According to Sarker and Hoff (1998), Goetz and Egbelu mention that in the recent

past, designers and engineers of automated manufacturing systems have come to a

greater awareness of their capabilities. Due to the increase in factory automation, the

importance of automated guided vehicles roles have also increased (Lee and Na,

2002).

AGVs have been credited with qualities including flexibility, reliability and safety

while at the same time improving productivity, housekeeping, system accountability,

dispatching accuracy, reduced material damage and labor costs. Issues such as vehicle

dispatching, load size specifications, guidepath layouts, location of pickup and drop

off points and traffic control contribute to some technical considerations.

It was never easy for AGVs to be recognized as an important contributor towards

higher productivity since its invention. Barret Jr. first designed AGVs for use in the

Volvo plant (Groover, 2001). It was not a commercial product initially due to the

difficulties it would encounter moving on the factory floor where maintenance

workers and tools will be cluttering the factory floor (Murphy, 2000). Difficulties

with uneven lighting interfering with sensors and metals interfering with radio signals

added more constrains to the successful introduction of AGVs in the factories. When

they were finally introduced, it did not please most factory workers. They in turn

damaged the guidepath or deliberately left lunch boxes on the path. The AGV would

halt and stay so until the manager noticed and removed it. This added to lower

production levels. Even when introduced in a hospital, Murphy (2000) mentions that
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disgruntled workers pushed the HelpMate Robotics cart down the stairs. Workers then

felt threatened by these AGVs.

But with the move by industrial engineers towards computer integrated

manufacturing, improvements on AGVs kept occurring. Now more and more AGVs

have been introduced in factories.

AGVs developed by Egemin Automation are shown by Figure 1.2. It operates on a

Windows platform from a Pentium PC. It has RF communication capabilities. The

AGV has obstacle-detecting sensors but is not capable of maneuvering past obstacles.

Figure 1.2 Egemin Automations AGVs

(source: http://www.automaticguidedvehicles.com/)

Transrobotics cooperation develops AGVs to suit customer requests. Their AGVs

have been used in aviation, assembly, automotive, food and beverage, newsprint,

publishing, hazardous waste, microelectronics, primary metals, plastics, military,

ceramics, chemical processing, recycling and manufacturing. Transrobotics

cooperation can build AGVs for pallet handling, roll handling, single and dual

conveyor handling etc. The dual conveyor handling AGV is shown by Figure 1.3.

12
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Figure 1.3 Dualcon AGV, manufactured by Transrobotics Corporation

(source: http://www.automaticguidedvehicles.com/)

There are other companies such as AGV Products Inc, HK Systems Inc and few

others that develop AGVs for commercial use.

1.7 Motivation

Researchers who have studied various forms of guidepath mention that the possibility

of path occlusions by minor debris inadvertently left on the floor is greater on optical

stripe guidepaths (Everett, 1995). It leads to believe that with such occlusions,

production can be delayed and therefore moderate the advantages of guidepath

following AGVs offer. Human workers may then be needed to clear obstacles and

restart the AGV (Groover, 2001). Groover (2001) also mentions that present

guidepath following AGVs slow or stop short of obstacles found on the guidepath.

Everett (1997) also remarks that since AGVs use guidepaths for guidance, they are

not freely programmable and may not be able to alter paths to respond to detection of

obstacles. Such stopping and slowing for obstacles can lead to reduced production

outputs or in a shorter-term starvation of successive station(s).

Borenstein and Koren (1989) mention that all mobile robots feature some kind of

collision avoidance ranging from algorithms that detect obstacles and stop short of it

or through sophisticated algorithms that enable it to detour around obstacles. While

stopping short of the obstacle is currently used by guidepath following robots,

considering the disadvantages in terms of time and human involvement, a suitable

obstacle avoidance strategy must be implemented.

13
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Guidepaths firstly make the factory floor safer by making the path of the AGV

predictable. Secondly, it makes navigation easier since a typical path only consists of

intersections called nodes and paths that join these nodes called arcs. With any

obstacle avoidance strategy, the AGV will have to maneuver away from the

guidepath. This may make the path of the AGV less predictable and also increase the

space required for the movement of the AGV. However, since the factory floors are

normally highly organized, an algorithm that allows the AGV to only deviate from the

guidepath while avoiding obstacles, is a good tradeoff compared to the reduced

production outputs.

This research therefore aims at designing and developing an optical guidepath

following AGV. It then further seeks to develop and implement intelligence in the

form of an obstacle avoidance algorithm that will make it capable of traveling on the

guidepath but being equally capable of avoiding obstacles that come on its path.

While achieving all this, the developed AGV has to be affordable and suitable for use

and mass production by manufacturing industries in the South Pacific region

1.8 Dissertation organization

The general introduction to various robotic platforms and obstacle avoidance methods

has been stated alongside the objectives of the research in this chapter. The need to

also implement obstacle avoidance strategies in AGVs has also been dwelled upon.

Details of the hardware of the AGV are discussed in detail in chapter 2. Emphasis is

first given to platform maneuverability and then to the mechanical structural elements.

Discussion on the sensors, microcontroller and the actuator circuits follows this.

Software implementation and the operating environment are discussed in chapter 3.

Various alternate concepts of software configuration are also discussed in detail. The

chapter covers the motion control of the AGV using line-tracing to its obstacle

avoidance routine.
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Chapter 4 of this thesis will focus on the design and development of the obstacle

avoidance algorithm. A model of motions of the AGV is first presented. The sensor

model is then added to the motion model before the methodology for obstacle

detection and avoidance is discussed. The simulation software for the obstacle

avoidance algorithm is then discussed.

Results of the software simulation are discussed in chapter 5 and experimental results

of line tracing, loading and obstacle avoidance are presented. Finally, the capabilities

and limitations of this AGV are outlined.

Chapter 6 summarizes and concludes the work presented in the dissertation.

Suggestions for further work are also presented along with regional implications of

this research.
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Chapter 2

Development of the AGV

2.1 Introduction

Even before the obstacle avoidance algorithm is implemented, an AGV needs to be first

constructed. This AGV, like typical AGVs already in existence (Xu et al, 2003 and

Collier, 2001) is used to cart material from one station to another. These stations may be

machines or another material transport system such as conveyors. While manufacturing

facilities strive for lower production times, a safe speed of operation controls the time of

travel between stations. Groover (2001) recommends the speed not to be faster than the

normal walking speed of a human worker. Moreover, AGVs are capable of carrying

substantial amount of loads. Their movements are predictable and safe.

Therefore, while the safety of operation became a specification for design, the low cost

criterion was still paramount. In addition, technologies available locally were used

throughout. The operation of the AGV suits the skill level of local factory workers. A

loading and unloading system is responsible for pickup of entities and its dropping off.

The intelligence unit of the AGV itself coordinates this along with navigation and most

importantly, obstacle avoidance.

With the tasks of the AGV in consideration, this AGV will be called ROVER I. ROVER

stands for roaming vehicle for entity relocation. This is the first version of ROVER so it

will be called ROVER I.

Figure 2.1 shows the operational framework of ROVER. The mobility and

maneuverability aspect, as the name suggests looks at the system that makes the platform
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mobile. Loading and structural aspects consist of the physical structure of the AGV and

load distribution on it. Sensors and motor control are part of the electronics module.
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AGV
Mobility and Maneuverability

Electronics

Figure 2.1 Operational Framework of the AGV

Each of the three modules of the operational framework is discussed in detail in this

chapter. Moreover implications of the chosen concepts and those not chosen are also

dwelled upon.

2.2 Mobility and Maneuverability

Simple AGVs need to move backward, forward and are able to turn either side. Steering

systems such as the differential steering and Ackerman steering can fulfill these demands.

Ackerman steering system normally has two driving wheels at the rear or front and a

single or a pair of other wheels dedicated to steering. The differential steering system

utilizes two independently controlled driving wheels with other free wheeling wheels

added for balance and support. Steering is achieved by independent control of the motors

that drive the wheels. Differential steering offers the advantage of rotation about the

center of the mobile platform thus requiring significantly lesser space.
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Hence, the differential steering system was implemented on the AGV using two

independently controlled DC motors with inbuilt gearboxes. These motors are normally

used in automotive windshield wipers. Rubber wheels, 0.2 m in diameter, are attached to

the motors via a steel shaft. Each wheel is pinned to the shaft while the internally

threaded shafts are fastened to the armature of the motor. The shaft and the wheels are

one unit and can be detached from the motor if need arises. Roller bearings on either side

of the wheel support the shaft as shown by Figure 2.2. Such a setup distributes the load

directly to the chassis of the AGV instead of the armature of the motor. The motor

therefore only provides tangential force to the shaft for movement of the wheels.

Fabricated steel brackets house the bearings in position. Wheels have been placed along

the central axis of the structure of the AGV.

Bearing Bearing

Support Support

Figure 2.2 Wheel mounting unit

Lead gel batteries with 12 volts and 4 Amp hour (4 Ah) rating are used to power the

motors. With normal current draw, a single battery can supply power for approximately 3

hours. However, since with loading, current consumption increases, a second battery can

be added in parallel to increase the operation time of the AGV. As a second and cheaper

alternative, a 7.2 Ah battery could also be used instead of the present 4 Ah ones.

Common in all differential drive systems is the addition of free wheeling castors for

balance (Borenstein, 1989). Four plastic castors have thus been mounted on each corner
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of the square structure. Fasteners link the castors to the chassis and that makes their

height adjustable to a certain degree. Aluminum plates provide additional support to the

castors. The wheels of the free wheeling castors have a 50 mm diameter.

2.3 Loading and structural elements

At most loads of 30 kg are to be transported by the AGV. A structure capable of

sustaining this load with no damage and being mobile has thus been designed. Aluminum

has been the primary material for construction because of its high strength to weight

ratio. The AGV's framework is square and each side is 0.7 m. Height of the framework is

also the same. Angled plates of aluminum, 2 mm thick have been used for the chassis.

Joints are fixed for rigidity. The base of the AGV is 55 mm above ground.

Compartments that house units such as the wheel mounting unit also have an aluminum

angled plate framework. These units can be disassembled by unfastening wing nuts

positioned on the corners of the wheel-mounting module. The sensor compartment has

been fabricated to a 'C’ shape by heating and bending a 3mm Perspex sheet. This

compartment is in the front of the AGV directly attached to the chassis. A Perspex sheet

is used also in the circuit-housing unit. It acts as a separation panel dividing the rest of the

hardware from the circuits. Mounted at the rear of the AGV, this panel has been made

accessible unlike other components. Figure 2.3 exhibits the general framework with all

installed modular compartments.

Circuit
Section

Batteries
Circuits

C )
Conveyor Section

Front Sensor
Wall Section

Sensors \

• Wheels Section

( )

Figure 2.3 AGVs framework with all installed components
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Positioning of the windshield wiper motors causes imbalance to the structure. These

motors, as mentioned earlier do not rotate at the same speed in both directions. Hence,

they have been positioned such that they both operate in the same direction as shown by

Figure 2.4. Weight is therefore concentrated towards the right of the AGV. As such, the

battery compartment is placed towards the left. This reduces the intensity of the

imbalance. The distance of both the wheels from the edge of the framework is the same

as denoted by x in Figure 2.5. By ensuring that x is same on both sides, the center of the

AGV also becomes the center of rotation.

Bearin DC Motor Rubber wheel

Figure 2.4 Positioning of the motors

2.3.1 Loading and Unloading unit

A simple conveyor belt is used for loading and unloading entity on the AGV. The belt

has a width of 45 cm and extends over the width of the AGV. Being bi-directional, the

unit picks-up and drops-off entities from both sides of the AGV. A roller connected to an

automotive wiper motor via a belt, drives the conveyor. This roller also is used to adjust

the tension of the conveyor belt. Smaller rollers on either edges act as pulleys while

aluminum sheet in the middle supports the belt. The belt slides over this sheet enabling

the belt to handle larger weights. The details of the loading and unloading unit are

contained in Appendix 3.
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2.4 Electronics

Equally important to the components previously discussed is the electronics needed for

its successful operation. Most robotic and mechatronic applications such as this AGV

constitute more of sensors and other control hardware than other elements. This has its

own advantages as the design gets reduced in size and becomes more flexible.

Figure 2.5 exhibits the operational framework of this section of the AGV in the simplest

form. A common power supply unit supplies the required power to each component and

therefore is the most central unit. The second most central unit is the PIC16F877

microcontroller. It is the hub of control for this AGV and transforms various data

received from the sensors to appropriate output signals for the actuators. Sensors have

been given dedicated monitoring tasks. As the name suggests, the Lynxmotion line

tracers detect white lines, the Sharp infra red (IR) sensors keep on the lookout for

obstacles while the Dinsmore Hall effect compass monitors direction of travel.

Information from these sensors are fused and processed for use by the windshield wiper

motors that drive the AGV and control the loading/ unloading unit. Conditioning circuits

link the PIC16F877 to the sensors and actuators effectively.

Power Supply Unit
12V and 5V

Movement

Actuators
DC driving motors

DC Conveyor
motor

Environment
of

Rover

PIC16F877
I/O, intelligence, coordination

Bootloader

Figure 2.5 Operational framework of the electronics in the AGV
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2.4.1 Power supply unit

There are two sections to the power supply unit (PSU). The first supplies 12V while the

second supplies regulated 5V. A lead gel battery supplies 12V to the PSU and this

without any form of conditioning goes to the Darlington driver chip (ULN2003A) and

eventually to the relays. The ULN2003A is a high voltage, high current Darlington array

containing seven open collector Darlington pairs with common emitters

(STMicroelectronics, 1998). Current flows to the motors through the relays and hence the

current consumption of the motors will most precisely be the current through the relays.

Coupled 9V dry cell batteries power up the other section. A conditioning circuit

consisting of voltage regulators and capacitors provide a steady 5 V output. Three 78L05

voltage regulators are used to meet the current demand from all the components as shown

by Figure 2.6. Capacitors filter out transients from the power transmitted ensuring a surge

and spike free supply to the delicate sensors. The power source has been kept distinct

since Collier (2001) mentions that transients associated with the operation of DC motors

can cause malfunction of digital circuits. The circuit that contains the PIC16F877

microcontroller has a power supply unit of its own even though it also operates on 5 V.

Voltage Regulator c

9V 10nF

Inputs

Output

= 10nF

12V 10uF d= 10nF

Figure 2.6 Components of the Power Supply Unit

This further protects the PIC from transients associated with the operation of the DC

motor.
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This power supply unit has 14 outputs. As long as the power demand does not exceed

supply, more items can be connected to the output of the PSU. During normal operation,

the current demand by the 5V sub unit of the PSU is 0.47 amps. A further 0.04 amps is

consumed by the PIC16F877.

The circuit is contained on a printed circuit board (PCB) with appropriate connectors to

connect to the 9V and 12V batteries. Red and white wires indicate a positive supply.

However, red further indicates that it carries high current. Black is ground and it has been

consistently adapted throughout the AGV. All black wires are continuous since they have

been commoned in the PSU.

Excessive current demand on the voltage regulators could cause heating. To counter this,

heat sinks have been added to all the voltage regulators.

2.4.2 Microcontroller

Most mobile robots (Borenstein,1989 and Xu et al, 2003) have used personal computers

for control. The high processing speeds and higher memory capabilities are major

contributors to the choice. But, since one of the scopes of the research is to develop a low

cost AGV that is both affordable and easy to mass-produce, microcontrollers have been

chosen.

Predko (2002) mentions that microcontrollers are a vital part of lives and that more than

five billion microcontrollers are built into the products bought annually. Histand and

Alciatore (2003) discusses the use of microcontrollers in home appliances, entertainment

equipment, telecommunication equipment, automobiles, trucks, airplanes, toys and office

equipment. They further add that the development of microcontrollers has lead to lower

cost, versatility, ease of programming and smaller size. This is contrary to the factors of

higher speeds and larger word sizes that lead the development of processors for the

personal computer.
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Various manufacturers such as SGS-Thomson, Motorola, Intel, Zilog, National and

Microchip lead the way in the development of microcontrollers. SGS-Thomson

manufactures the ST62 microcontroller, Motorola, the MC series (such as MC68HC05),

Intel produces the 80 series (such as 8051), Zilog produces the Z8 series (such

asZ86CXX), National produces the COP800 while Microchip produces the PIC series

(suchasPIC16F877).

For this research, the PIC microcontroller was selected. The series of PIC that meets the

specification required is the PIC16F877. The PIC devices use the Harvard architecture,

where the program memory space and the data memory space are separate (Microchip,

1997). In the von Neumann architecture, program and data are fetched from the same

memory using the same bus and this reduces the transmission bandwidth (Microchip,

19972). In addition, while in the Harvard architecture, all 14 bits of the instruction are

fetched in a single cycle, the von Neumann machine makes several accesses across the 8

bit bus to fetch the instruction.

In a set of experiments carried out by Microchip, five other 8 bit microcontrollers were

compared with the PIC microcontroller (Microchip, 1997). The experiments looked at

procession times, accuracy and coding efficiency. As shown by Table 2.1, the PIC

microcontroller, operated at 20Mhz, performed significantly better than the others in all

the experimented aspects.

Table 2.1 Comparison of performance of the PIC

microcontroller with other 8 bit microcontrollers

Device Clock speed (MHz) Code efficiency Execution speed

National COP800
SGS-Thomson ST62
Motorola MC68HC05
Zilog Z86CXX
Intel 8051
Microchip PIC16C5X

20
8

4.2
12
20
20

1.29
2.10
2.24
1.51
1.55
1.00

0.11
0.05
0.14
0.21
0.30
1.00

Note: Scores are relative to the PIC16C5X's performance. Source : Microchip, 1997
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Code efficiency was compared through the relative code sizes. Memory locations

required to code an application were used to determine the code sizes. Time taken to

perform different tasks was used in the comparison of the execution speed. These

different tasks included packing the binary coded decimal (BCD), loop control, shifting

out 8 bit data and clock and a software timer.

The memory in the PIC16F877 is organized in three memory blocks. These are the 8K by

14 words of flash program memory, 368 by 8 bytes data random access memory (RAM)

and 256 by 8 bytes of data electronically erasable and programmable read only memory

(EEPROM) (Microchip, 1999). The RAM is partitioned into multiple banks which

contain the general purpose registers and the special function registers. Both the data

EEPROM and the flash program memory are readable and writable during normal

operation. The EEPROM data memory also allows the direct reading and writing of a

byte.

The input and output (I/O) pins allow the PIC to monitor and control other devices. Some

pins have been multiplexed with other functions thus adding more flexibility. In all ports

of the PIC16F877, the data direction register called the TRIS register, controls the I/O

pins data direction. All pins of the 6 bit wide port A, except for RA4, have TTL input

levels and full CMOS output drivers. Pin RA4 is a Schmitt trigger input and has an open

drain output. Once appropriate registers are configured, the port A pins can also be used

for analog inputs. Ports B,C and D in the PIC16F877 are 8 bit wide bi-directional ports.

Similar to port A, their respective TRIS registers control the direction of data flow. Port

B pins have weak internal pull ups which are disabled when a port pin is configured as an

output. Pins RB4 to RB7 have an interrupt on change feature. Polling of these port B pins

is not however, recommended while using the interrupt on change feature (Microchip,

19972). Port C,D and E, like port A have Schmitt trigger input buffers. Port E pins are

also multiplexed to accept analog inputs. Other pins are also multiplexed for use in pulse

width modulation (PWM), inter inter communication (I2C) and synchronous serial port

(SSP) communication.
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Comparatively, a microcontroller of the caliber of the PIC16F877, in terms of cost is

considerably cheaper than the PC. Since the microcontroller provides inbuilt features

such as analog to digital converters (ADC), these circuits need not be bought off or

fabricated as would be the case if PC's are used. PC's, when used for control of

mechatronic applications need external circuits such as data acquisition (DAQ) cards or

the enhanced parallel port (EPP) interface card (Kumar and Singh, 2001). These circuits

add to the capital cost of implementing a PC based mechatronics system.

However, limitations of processing speed and memory do limit the use of

microcontrollers. Lower processing speeds reduce the sampling rates in the polling of

sensors and other input devices while the limited and low memory prevents the

implementation of sophisticated algorithms for path planning and obstacle avoidance.

Nevertheless, it is expected in this research to utilize the PIC16F877 microcontroller to

its maximum capabilities such that a measure of its true abilities are known and a low

cost AGV for use in the South Pacific region is produced.

Thirteen pins of the PIC16F877 are used in the AGV of which seven are for inputs and

the rest for outputs. For programming of the PIC via the AN522 bootloader mode, a

further five pins are used. Then another four pins are used for power while pin 1 is used

for the master clear push button switch. The PIC16F877 is mounted on a circuit that

allows programming through the serial port. This circuit has its own power supply unit, a

ON/OFF switch and a SET/RESET switch. Table 2.2 summarizes the tasks allotted to the

port pins.
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Table 2.2. Summary of pins usage

Port Pin Pin No.

Actuators
D0
D1
D2

D3
D4

D5
Sensors

A0
A1
A2
A3
B6
E0
E2

Bootloader

B0
B1
B2
C6
C7

Power Supply

Master Clear

19
20
21
22
27
28

2
3
4
5

8
10

33
34
35
25
26

11,32
12,31

Use

Right motor
Left motor
Left motor

Right motor
Conveyor
Conveyor

Analog compass
Wall sensor

Line tracer right
Line tracer left

Line tracer - Node
Front ranging left

Front ranging right

Switch

MAX232 Transmit 1
MAX232 Receive 1
MAX232 Transmit 2
MAX232 Receive 2

VDD
VSS

Push Button switch

2.4.3 Bootloader

The bootloader circuit has three switches. One is the general ON/OFF switch, the other is

the SET/RESET push button switch and the third is again a push button switch for

programming. To set or reset the PIC16F877, the SET/RESET switch is depressed and

released once. This switch is connected directly to the MASTER CLEAR pin of the

PIC16F877. Before downloading the program, the PIC16F877 is configured to the

programming mode. Firstly the SET/RESET switch is depressed followed by the

programming switch. Then the SET/RESET switch is released after which the

programming switch is released. The programming switch is connected to port pin RB0

and is the one that the boot code checks before it decides to start receiving or executing
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codes. This will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. The program is then

transferred. The PIC will not accept any codes if it is not in the programming mode. If the

PIC already has an executable program in its program memory, it will continue executing

the program.

To communicate with the PC, a RS232 transmitter and receiver chip, MAX232 is used.

Port pins RB2 and RC7 are connected to the receiving pins of the MAX232 while port

pins RB1 and RC6 are connected to the transmitting pins. The standard circuit for the

bootloader setup is provided by Microchip (Microchip, 2000). In addition, only the

receiving and transmitting pins of the standard DB9 connector are used. All pins except

pins 1 and 9 are used. Figure 2.7 gives the general layout for this communication.

Softwares:

CCS Compiler
Tera Term

Bootloader
Board

GS
LL
CO

O
Q_

I/O
PINS

Figure 2.7 Bootloader circuit outline

2.4.4 Sensors

Sensors have been used for perception. Key issues in the selection of sensors are field of

view and range, accuracy, repeatability and resolution, responsiveness in the target

domain, power consumption, hardware reliability, size and interpretation reliability

(Murphy, 2000). In this AGV, sensors were needed for obstacle detection, line tracing

and direction monitoring. For obstacle detection, the sensors need to see far and only a

logic response was required. The line tracing was required to distinguish between a white

surface and a black one while the direction monitoring sensors had to be a compass
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giving out the bearing of the AGV in real time. To make operational circuits easier, all

circuits selected had to operate on 5 V.

2.4.4.1 Obstacle detection

The sensor selected is the Sharp GP2Y0D02YK IR sensor shown by Figure 2.8. It

operates on 5 V and gives out a logic signal if it detects any object within 0.8 m of its field

of view. This sensor's behavior is less influenced by the color of the object since it uses

an optical triangle method of measurement. Its field of view is a thin streak extending

between its emitter and detector.

Figure 2.8 Sharp GP2Y0D02YK IR sensor

The thin field of view means quite a number sensors need to be implemented to

effectively scan the space in front of the AGV. Hence, eight sensors, spaced 0.088 m

apart were implemented. Right and left clusters contain four sensors each and each

cluster has a single output. A simple circuit containing an OR gate reads signals from

each sensor and processes it for use. The final output signal is high if either of the four

sensors are high. A signal from the right and one from the left gets transmitted to the

PIC16F877. Figure 2.9 illustrates the operation of this circuit.
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Sensor 1
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Figure 2.9 Operation of the ranging sensor signal conditioning circuit

During tests it was noticed that the sensors falsely triggered during start-ups and

occasionally during the AGVs motion. After checking for the reasons, it was noticed that

minor power surges associated with motor transients caused this glitch. Additional 9 nF

capacitors were added between the positive and negative power supply terminals of each

sensor. The power surges have since been eliminated.

The product range technical information sheet mentions that these series of sensors have

a maximum beam width of 16 cm (Acroname, 2003). Since the beam is football shaped,

it spreads out evenly (8 cm) on either side of the sensor. With the sensors placed 8.8 cm

apart, a clearance of 0.8 cm, the possibility of the occurrence of cross talk between

neighboring sensors is minimized.

Two more of these sensors are placed on the side for obstacle detection. Their circuits are

the same and both are connected to an OR gate and produce a signal that gets transferred

tothePIC16F877.

All of these sensors can be detached from connectors easily and replaced if they fail to

function as required.
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Alternatively, the analog IR sensor such as the GP2Y0A02YK could have been used. But

since the obstacle avoidance algorithm does not use the distance, it would have been

under utilized. The GP2Y0A02YK sensor outputs analog voltages with respect to the

distances to an object.

2.4.4.2 Line tracing

Lynxmotion Inc. produces these specialist line-tracing sensors. Operating on 5V, these

are able to contrast between white surfaces and black surfaces. Hence, it can be used to

track a black line on a white surface or a white line or a black surface. Over a white

surface, a logic high signal is produced.

Distance between the sensor and the surface is critical. The manufacturers recommend a

typical distance of between 8mm to 12mm. This range makes the sensor prone to false

detection where the surface may not be flat. Since the sensors are to be positioned

between two free wheeling castors in the front of the AGV, a consistent distance will be

not be achieved. Therefore, a mechanism, as shown by Figure 2.10 is used to maintain

the distance of each line tracer within the specified region. Two aluminum rollers ensure

that the housing unit always stays on the ground. A bushing links this unit to the chassis.

This unit trails the chassis as it moves but is able to adjust its height. If there is a dump on

the surface, this unit will lower immediately even if the dump only affects one of the

brass rollers. For a hump, the roller will rise. If the distance between the chassis and the

surface increases, the unit still maintains a tolerable distance between the line tracers and

the surface.
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Roller

Pin joint

To chassis

Line tracer

Figure 2.10 Line tracing sensor housing unit

Since the rear portion of the line tracer PCB is exposed, Perspex has been used to insulate

the space between it and the metal framework.

Three line tracers have been implemented. They are independently connected to the PIC.

A strip board contains the power distribution board for these. Terminals compatible with

the line tracers have been used to connect the sensors to the board. This makes replacing

the sensor very easy if it needs replacement.

2.4.4.3 Hall effect compass

The Dinsmore Instrument Company was the first maker of auto compasses. Their

compasses are low cost and reliable and some specially designed compasses have been

utilized in aircrafts and vehicles. Their product range has a digital compass, R1490

(Dinsmore, 2003) and an analog compass R1655 (Dinsmorea, 2003). The digital compass

only provides directions at 90° deviations while the analog compass produces a change in

output voltage with 1° deviation.

Operating on 5 V with a nominal current consumption of up to 20 mA, the R1655 has an

output voltage swing of 1.3 V. There are two outputs; one resembling the sine curve

while the other the cosine curve. The sensor is best operated with less than 12° of tilt

(Dinsmore, 2003). Damping makes the sensor almost behave like normal compasses.
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In operation, the cosine output has been connected to port pin RA0 of the PIC. The input

power to the sensor, like other sensors, is spike protected. The average output is 2.5 V

with a amplitude of ±0.75 V. The manufacturers upon purchase of the compass provide a

calibration sheet. By using both the sine and cosine curves, the exact angle can be

determined. An external circuit that uses comparators to expand the sensor output and

subtracts the crossing voltage to deliver absolute voltage is also suggested for use by the

manufacturers.

As shown by Figure 2.11, the voltage output from the compass resembles a sine and a

cosine curve. In order to determine the angle, both the voltages are read. The voltages are

then converted to binary numbers by the PIC. Through calibration, the angles given by

the curves are known. The cosine angle is divided from the sine angle to give the tangent;

from which the actual angle can be determined. But calculating the tangent uses an

extensive allocation in the program memory. Hence only the cosine curve is being used

in the AGV at present. Some accuracy has been sacrificed but the angles are still

determined within accepted margins of ±10o.

Voltage vs angle for R1655 Analog compass
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Figure 2.11 Compass calibration chart
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2.5 Actuators

Actuators are used only for two tasks. These are for motion and for the conveyor belt and

in both cases the same DC motors are used. Due to this similarity and also since both

motors are operated in either direction, their control circuitry is the same.

2.5.1 DC motor and DC Motor driver board

All automotive windshield wiper motors operate at three distinct speeds in both

directions. For this application, the second fastest selection is used. Normal rotation

speed in this selection is 40 revolutions per minute. A maximum of 4 amps is drawn

during startups at 12 volts DC however; the normal current consumption is as low as 1.32

amps. The speed reduces close to 30 revolutions per minute for rotation in the opposite

direction. Worm gears have a self-locking ability and this allows the AGV not to have a

separate mechanical braking system.

DC motors are common in drive applications since its control and operation is easier

(Sharkawi, 2000). Sharkawi (2000) classifies drive systems into three. They are line shaft

drives in which equipment is operated via shafts and belts, single motor and single load,

where one motor has one task and the multimotor drives. ROVER I uses the multimotor

drive since two motors drive a single mechanical load. A typical electric drive system

consists of a power source, electronic converter, motor, mechanical load and controller.

In this case, the 12V lead gel battery provides energy while PIC16F877 and the DC

motor driver that will be discussed below helps in the interface of the motor with the

power source and also acts as the controller. The platform with its framework is the

mechanical load for the motors.

The LMD18200 H-Bridge was the preferred choice to control the motors. However, since

with loading the current consumption exceeds its ratings of three amps, relays were used.

With relays, the variable speed option is phased out. From the intended design of the

AGV, the variable speed feature was not a necessity. For bi-directional motor control,
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the use of double pole double throw (DPDT) relay was preferred. Two coupled relays

have been used to achieve bi-directional control.

The set/reset time of the relays must be compensated for. Infact, it is due to these delays,

that it cannot be used for speed control via PWM. The set time for this DPDT relay is

15ms while its reset time is 5ms. Even if PWM was implemented, current consumption

will be very high. During the reset period, in 5ms, the motor will stop and then it will

have to start up and this would have led to the motor operating on almost the start up

current. Start-ups draw substantial amount of current. In standard H-Bridges such as the

LMD 18200, the low period is kept very short to prevent the motor from fully coming to a

halt and then restarting. When H-Bridges are used, the motors start up in its deceleration

phase thereby using almost normal current.

Relays cannot be directly triggered by PIC16F877 due to limited its source current. To

cater for this, a Darlington driver integrated circuit chip, ULN2003A has been used. The

ULN2003A is powered up by 12V and it conditions the control signal between the

PIC16F877 and the relays. Each relay is controlled by an output of the PIC16F877 so

four inputs and four outputs of the ULN2003A are used. Figure 2.12 shows the

connections of both the ULN2003A and the DPDT relays.

TO PIC

D0 D1 D2 D3

-12V

+ 12V

RELAY 2 \o

RELAY 4 'v o J

RIGHT MOTOR

LEFT MOTOR

Figure 2.12 Circuit for the bi-directional control of DC motors using PIC16F877
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The four relays have been coupled. Two are dedicated to the right motor while the other

two to the left. One for each side controls clockwise movements and the other the counter

clockwise movements. Both relays in a couple cannot be triggered together as it would

cause a short circuit.

A similar setup also is used for the bi-directional control of the motor dedicated for the

loading/ unloading unit.

The complete circuit diagram is contained in Appendix 3.

2.6. Completed ROVER

Photographs of ROVER I are shown in Figures 2.13 and 2.14. Figure 2.13(a) shows the

electronics panel of the AGV while Figure 2.13(b) shows ROVER without the cover

panel. Figure 2.14 exhibits the completed AGV with the aluminum cover panel.

Figure 2.13(a) Electronics panel of ROVER (b) ROVER without cover panel
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Figure 2.14 Completed ROVER with cover panel

2.7. Bill of materials for ROVER I

The total breakdown of costs is given in Appendix 1. Cost of the structural hardware is

$1584 while the electronics items cost $2446. Most hardware items are sold in standard

units and hence even if a smaller quantity is needed, the whole unit has to be purchased.

As such, the cost to mass produce the AGV will be lesser. Moreover, this cost is

multiplied by a factor of 1.1 to take into consideration overhead costs such as electricity

and machining. Labor cost is excluded from the total. Thus, the total cost of producing

ROVER I was $5312-00.
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Chapter 3

Software Implementation

3.1 Introduction

The PIC16F877 microcontroller coordinates the information from the sensors and

initiates corresponding behaviors. These include getting data from line tracers and

obstacle detecting sensors and appropriately determining the corresponding responsive

actions the motors will take.

The PIC16F877, with low memory will not be able to process computationally expensive

algorithms. This means algorithms that use map making and memory building cannot be

used. With relation to the three robotic primitives of sense, plan and act, plan is

completely out. The only paradigm that can thus be implemented is the reactive

paradigm.

This chapter discusses in detail the program of control of ROVER. First the control

program structure is discussed after which aspects of each module of the control program

is elaborated.

3.2 Control Program Structure

The tasks that the AGV has to perform are vertically decomposed and is shown by Figure

3.1. Vertical decomposition deals with layering of intelligence. In the top most layer, the

AGV exists with primitive survival behaviors such as movements in either direction

using line tracing. New layers then evolve that use the upper layers. This includes

navigation between nodes and stations and obstacle avoidance. Each task is mapped

based on the primitives of sense-act that is unique to the reactive paradigm.
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Obstacle avoidance

Sensors
Navigation between
nodes and stations

Line tracing

Actuators

Figure 3.1 Vertical decomposition of tasks into Sense-Act organization.

It is important in vertical decomposition that each layer has access to sensors and

actuators independently (Murphy, 2000). Moreover, if any of the new and advanced

layers fail, the lower layer must still function. From Figure 3.1 it is clear that every layer

has independent access to the sensors since each uses different sensors. While the

actuators are common, the sensory inputs are designed as such that only one event will

occur at a time. Also, if obstacle avoidance fails, the AGV will still be able to carry on

with navigation between stations and nodes as long as there is no obstacle. In the case

where the navigation layer fails, line tracing will still continue. The navigation layer is

dependent on line tracing while obstacle avoidance is dependent on both.

Such a decomposition of tasks makes the execution more rapid. In addition, more

behaviors can be added to make the AGV more intelligent. Since there is no form of

memory mapping, all responses are analogous to biological pure stimulus response

reflexes (Murphy, 2000). Stimulus responses are programmed by behavior. For example

if an obstacle is seen on the left of the guidepath, the AGV without any planning will

execute a stimulus response turning itself to the right. Programming by behavior makes

the program codes modular and thus easy to test.

Finite state automata (FSA) is then used to formally represent how the sequence of

behaviors unfold. Murphy (2000) describes FSA as a set of methodologies that indicates
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the output of a program at any instance. A state diagram, shown by Figure 3.2 presents

the FSA for this AGV.

Line detect

Obstacle
Avoidane Left

f STOP )
Avoidance Right

Figure 3.2 State transition diagram for AGV

As seen from Figure 3.2, the AGV can be in five states. These are line tracing, obstacle

avoidance to the right, obstacle avoidance to the left, turns and stop. These five states are

linked to each other by a set of stimulus. Arrows represent stimuli and a new behavior is

triggered through it. From this state diagram, it is also noticed that the new state is always

dependent on the current state. Also, when the AGV is in different states, sensory

responses that are not relevant are ignored. For example while the AGV is in the obstacle

avoidance to the right state, information from the node detecting sensor is totally ignored.

When the AGV starts, it begins with line tracing. It then is able to detect obstacles, nodes

and stations. The state diagram does not contain a final state of the AGV as it varies from

one application to another.

A finite state machine (FSM) table can alternatively represent the state transition

diagram. Table 3.1 shows the FSM table for the AGV.
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Table 3.1 Finite State machine table for AGV

Line tracing Obstacle detect Obstacle avoidance right

Line tracing Obstacle detect Obstacle avoidance left

Line tracing Station detect Stop

Line tracing Node detect Turn

Obstacle avoidance right Line detect Line tracing

Obstacle avoidance left Line detect Line tracing

Stop Unload item Line tracing

Turn Line detect Line tracing

M K: = {line trace,obstacle avoidance right,obstalce avoidance left,stop,turn},

Z = {}obstacle detect, node detect, station detect,s = {line tracing},

F = {}line tracing

M= {Ks,,δ,,F}

where M represents the finite state machine, K is all the behaviors for the task, represents

the releasers for each behavior, δ is the function that computes the new state, s is the behavior

when the AGV starts and F are the behavior the robot must reach to terminate.

Very similar to the state transition diagram, the finite state machine table and the finite

state machine notation are used to represent the sequence of behaviors.

3.3 Detection of nodes and stations

Nodes are points where two perpendicular guidepaths meet. It can be a junction or corner.

A line tracer is dedicated to the detection of the nodes. Whenever a node is to be

detected, the AGV uses line tracing to travel from its current location to the node as

shown by Figure 3.3 (a). Similarly for the detection of the stations, the wall sensors are

used. Figure 3.3(b) shows the operational dynamics of this function. Both the functions

continually poll the respective sensors until the respective port pin receives a high signal.
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Line tracing V-

Is the node detecting sensor high?

Line tracing W-

NO

Is the station detecting sensor h i g h ? —

NO

Yes Yes

I I
STOP STOP

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3 Operational dynamics of (a) node detect (b) station detect

3.3.1 Nodes and stations as landmarks

Landmarks are used to aid in navigation. This AGV uses nodes and stations as

landmarks. Both the landmarks are natural. When the AGV executes its obstacle

avoidance routine, the edges of the obstacle also become landmarks.

For the detection of nodes, a dedicated line tracing sensor is used. Nodes indicate turns

and junctions. Stations, which are detected by the side sensors, indicate pickup or drop

off points for the AGV. The AGV stops at these positions. However, in both the cases,

the AGV does not always stop upon detection. In such instances, the mentioned

landmarks act as intermediate targets.

The AGV moves by connecting a node to another, connecting a station to another or by

interconnecting amongst themselves as shown by Figure 3.4. This form of path planning

falls into the relational technique that is part of the topological path planning. By using

the relational technique, the world around the AGV has been represented by a network of

nodes and stations.
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B

l_

Station Node

Figure 3.4 Floor layout for the AGV as a relational graph

From Figure 3.4, if the AGV travels from point A to B, the following path routine will

be used.

Move to node
Turn right
Move to station
Move to node
Move to node
Turn right
Move to station
stop

It is clear from the pseudocode that movement of the AGV links nodes to stations or

nodes to node. Behaviors from the lowest decomposition layer are used to maneuver

between the landmarks.

3.4 Line tracing and Obstacle detection

As discussed in the previous section, the line tracing uses two sensors positioned on

either side of the guidepath. As shown by Figure 3.5, each sensor is polled continuously

until the limiting condition, which would either be a station or node, is detected. The
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obstacle detection sensors are also polled along with them. In ideal cases, the robot will

travel only forward until a node or a station is reached. This is part of the global

navigation model. In most cases, however, the local model is extensively used as line

tracing and obstacle detection is performed.

NO

Figure 3.5 The hybrid line tracing algorithm

In its simplest form, the line tracing algorithm ensures that both the line tracing sensors

are low. If one is high, an appropriate stimulus reactive response is triggered to correct

the situation. The correct situation keeps occurring until the line-tracing sensor that

detects the white line turns low.

A different line tracing algorithm was initially implemented. It was however rejected in

the testing phase due to high orientation misalignments. The above-mentioned algorithm

was developed as a hybrid of that. Figure 3.6 gives the operational framework of that
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algorithm. In that, feed forward loop is used. Here too if one of the line tracing sensors is

high, an appropriate reactive response is triggered. This also stops when the respective

sensor turns low but the polling of the entire line-tracing algorithm is carried out. Hence

if the right line detector is turned high, after a corrective response the algorithm checks

for the left line tracer and then for obstacles before now looping to re-check the sensor

concerned. On the contrary, the hybrid polls only that sensor and moves on to the next

sensor only when the concerned sensor has turned low.

I s the r i g h t line detector hig

NO

the left line detector high

NO

i F

s an obstacle detected?

NO [t '

Go forward

I s a node/ station d e t e c t e d ? —

YES

YES

YES

/^/

Move left

Move right

Obstacle
detect

STOP )

NO

Figure 3.6 Line tracing algorithm

However, while tracing is significantly improved, as will be seen in chapter 4, the

obstacle detection cycle is weakened. In the hybrid, while the corrective response is being

made, obstacle detection is not being performed. But, since corrective actions only rotate

the AGV about a point, and displacement of the AGV is almost zero, obstacle detection

can be delayed.
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There is a response delay associated with polling of sensors and stopping the reactive

response once the concerned sensor turns low. In this delay, the AGV turns a response

distance extra than what it is supposed to. To cater for this, a compensation response to

nullify the effect of the response has been added. Hence if a corrective action required the

AGV to turn right until the left sensor turned low, the compensation response will require

the AGV to turn left for a calibrated time constant.

3.5 Obstacle avoidance

Once an obstacle is detected, the AGV enters the obstacle avoidance routine. Upon

entering the obstacle avoidance routine, line tracing is totally disabled while the compass

and the wall sensors gets triggered into action. As required by GFCG algorithm, the AGV

will first turn to maneuver away from the obstacle and then go past it. Once the obstacle

is passed, it turns towards the guidepath and moves straight ahead. The operation of the

obstacle avoidance routine is summarized by the pseudocode given.

Check twice for obstacle.
Stop and get compass reading on AGVs heading direction
Turn until obstacle is not seen anymore
Move forward until obstacle is seen by side sensor
Keep moving forward until side sensor cannot see the obstacle
Using compass, turn to be parallel to the guidepath (same as heading direction)
Move forward until obstacle is seen by side sensor
Keep moving forward until side sensor cannot see the obstacle
Turn towards guidepath
Move until AGV rejoins guidepath
Begin line tracing

Once the obstacle is detected, a verification routine follows. In this, after a delay of

100ms, the port pins connected to the front IR sensors (RE0 and RE2) are checked again.

If the obstacle is not detected, the initial obstacle detect trigger was false and the program

resumes line tracing. However, when the validation response is affirmative, the obstacle

avoidance routine begins. By reading the inputs, the direction of the obstacle avoidance

path is known. Port pin A0 reads in the voltage from the cosine curve of the compass and
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retains its bit value for later use. After a short 2 ms delay, the AGV stops for 10ms. This

10ms ensures that the relays have de-energized completely. The vehicle then turns away

from the obstacle. The direction of the turn is based on the sensor that had detected the

obstacle. While turning, the front IR sensors are polled (port pins E0 and E2). Just as the

obstacle cannot be seen, the turn stops and after a short 100ms delay, the AGV moves

forward. It keeps moving until the side sensors (port pin A1) has the obstacle in sight. It

still keeps moving until that same side sensor cannot see the obstacle any further. This is

when using the compass; the AGV turns back towards the obstacle such that it has the

same bearing as when it was traveling over the guidepath. Again the AGV moves

forward, firstly bringing the obstacle in sight of the side sensor and then letting it go past.

Once the obstacle is again not in sight, the AGV moves ahead for 200ms before turning

using delay of 100ms. It then polls the compass to check if the turn is greater than a set

threshold angle. If it is, a further 200ms turn is made before the AGV heads towards the

guidepath. Otherwise, the AGV keeps turning until the threshold angle is passed. On its

way back to the guidepath, the AGV keeps watch on the white line. Once it reaches the

white line, it turns and re-starts line tracing.

3.6 Sensor and actuator interfacing

The PIC CCS compiler has been used for the programming of the PIC. The CCS

compiler supports all series of PICs. It is available in both windows and command line

versions. It is also capable of handling up to 32 bits of signed or unsigned integers and

32 bit signed floating points. The CCS compiler can accept a maximum of 32 function

parameters. The array size can be defined up to 5 dimensions but variables can only be

declared outside the functions. The CCS compiler has built in functions for complete

serial I/O, I2C, ADC, EEPROM, CCP, PWM and delays.

All sensors used have digital inputs to the PIC except for the analog compass. Each port

pin connected to the digital output sensors is tested for its logic level and in all cases,

each port pin is read separately. Compared to reading an entire port, this method allows

some port pins to be declared outputs while others in the same port to be declared inputs.
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Boolean algebra has been used in cases where a comparison between two or more pins

was required.

For the reading of the analog input which is at port pin A0, standard procedures given by

the PIC16F877 technical manual (Microchip, 1999) and the PIC C Compiler reference

manual (CCS, 2002) have been followed. This is illustrated by Figure 3.7. By using the

PIC C Compiler, ADCON registers need not be directly addressed. ADCON registers

deal with analog to digital conversion in the PIC16F877. The port pin that will be used as

the analog input is declared initially. Port pin A0 is the only pin that can be used as

analog. In other configurations, more than one port pin is configured to accept analog

inputs. Thereafter, the analog to digital conversion clock is set up. Port pin A0

corresponds to channel 0, therefore this channel is setup. Channel setting helps in reading

individual port pins when multiple pins are used as analog. It must be noted that in cases

where multiple pins are configured as analog, the channel must always be changed to the

appropriate port pin before reading from it. The actual reading of the port pin A0 has

been predefined.

Declare port pin A0 as
analog

Set ADC timer

Set channel 0

Read from anlog input J
Figure 3.7 Flowchart to configure port pin A0 as analog input

Actuator interface only involves the control of the DC motors for movement and the

conveyor system. It is much easier here to dedicate a port to the control of the movement

motors. Port D has been dedicated to the control of both the motors responsible for

motion. In total four port pins are used; two for each motor. For each motor, one port pin

controls the forward motion while the other the backward motion. Table 3.2 shows the

truth table to control each behavior of the AGV.
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Table 3.2 Truth table for motion control of robot

Bit (port pin)
forward right
forward left
reverse right
reverse left
forward both
reverse both
turn left
turn right
stop

Right Motor
Forward
1 8 (D3)

1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

Reverse
1(D0)

0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0

Left Motor
Forward
1 2(D1)

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

Reverse
4(D2)

0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0

Decimal Mapping

1
8
2
1
4
10
5
12
3
0

Each behavior has been predefined in the coding. Their names represent the sort of

behavior. This must never be changed unless the circuitry is changed. Rules govern these

definitions as certain conditions such as both the pins of the same motor cannot be high

together. If it happens, it will result in a short circuit. In total, inclusive of stop, there are

nine distinctive behaviors consisting of straight-line motions in either direction, rotation

about the center in either direction or rotation about the opposite wheel in both directions

and stop. Rotation about the center occurs when one wheel moves in the opposite

direction to the other while rotation about the opposite wheels occurs when only the

wheel in the opposite direction of the turn moves forward.

The following pseudocode presents the program of control for the AGV.

Initialize:
Reset all port pins
Set tris for port D to make output
Reset all outputs
Enable 1 second start up delay

// sequenced by user
Move to node performing line tracing and detecting obstacles
Turn
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Move to station performing line tracing and detecting obstacles
stop

If obstacle detected
{

GOTO Obstacle avoidance

Obstacle avoidance:
Check twice for obstacle.
Stop and get compass reading on AGVs heading direction
Turn until obstacle is not seen anymore
Move forward until obstacle is seen by side sensor
Keep moving forward until side sensor cannot see the obstacle
Using compass, turn to be parallel to the guidepath (same as heading direction)
Move forward until obstacle is seen by side sensor
Keep moving forward until side sensor cannot see the obstacle
Turn towards guidepath
Move until AGV rejoins guidepath
Begin line tracing

// end of program

3.7 PC to PIC interface through Bootloader

The bootloader is a small set of codes, approximately using 224 words in the program

memory and 72 bytes in the program memory, that allows the PIC16F87x family of

microcontrollers to write to their memory (Microchip, 2000). The bootloader offers an

efficient way of allowing the PIC16F877 to be programmed through the serial port. In

this way, handling of the PIC as required when programming using conventional

techniques is eliminated. Moreover, the bootloader code, or the boot code, uses less than

3% of the total program memory available on PIC and with a data transfer rate of 19,200

baud, downloading the program takes less than a minute (Microchip,2000). Only 5 pins

are used by the bootloader setup.

A boot code provided by Microchip is first programmed into the PIC16F877 using

conventional means. During this phase, the configuration bits of the PIC are also set up.
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The boot code does not require the use of the watchdog timer so, since the use of the

watchdog timer is not required, it is disabled.

Once the boot code is programmed into the PIC, it is now able to use its universal

synchronous asynchronous receiver/ transmitter (USART) capabilities to receive data.

The port pin RB0, which is connected to switch is checked initially and it is its status that

will decide whether the PIC16F877 will be switched into the programming or execution

mode. If in execution mode, the program in the flash program memory is executed.

Otherwise, the boot code begins to receive data through the serial RS232 cable from the

COM port of the PC using the standard Intel® INHX8M hex file format. The hex file is

received by the boot code a line at a time. Brief stoppages in the transmission allow the

received data to be programmed into the program memory. Initially, the boot code loops

until a colon is received. This colon indicates the beginning of a line of the hex file.

Characters are then received and converted to bytes. The checksum at the end of each line

is received and checked to verify that there are no errors. Hardware handshaking then

stops further transmission.

Handshaking between the PIC and the PC is achieved through port pins RB1 and RB2.

Port pins RB1 and RB2 are used as the request to send (RTS) output and clear to send

(CTS) input respectively. The USART is set to 8 bit asynchronous mode at 9600 baud.

After the first line is programmed, the boot code then gets ready to accept proceeding

lines. Programming of each line continues until the line that indicates the last line is

received. A 'S ' that is transferred to the screen from the boot code via the USART

indicates successful download. 'F ' indicates an unsuccessful download. If the program

was downloaded successfully, resetting the PIC16F877 will commence the execution of

the downloaded program. However, if failure was indicated, the program must again be

downloaded using the same procedures.

For this research, the hex codes were transferred from the PC to the PIC using the

terminal program, Tera Term. Tera Term is a freeware also available online which can
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establish communication with almost all ports of the normal PC. It is first setup to

communicate through the COM port and then the data transfer speed is set to 50 lines/

millisecond. The baud rate is by default set to 9600 baud. Then through the File menu,

the appropriate hex file is selected and sent. The success indicator 'S ' will be shown on

screen once the download is successfully completed. Other terminal programs such as

Hyperterminal can also be used. Downloading using the DOS platform is an option too.

3.8 Software Package for the AGV

The complete program of control of the AGV has been submitted to the Department of

Engineering at the University of the South Pacific in a CD. A user manual also

accompanies this CD. The user manual captures the operational aspects of ROVER I,

maintenance procedures and also a trouble-shooting guide.
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Chapter 4

Guidepath Following Certainty Grid Algorithm

4.1 Introduction

Studied literature reveals that obstacle avoidance methods for guidepath following

AGVs do not yet exist. This may be due to space constraints and issues of safety in

the manufacturing environment. In most manufacturing facilities, space is limited and

hence, there will be no space or very little space for the AGV to take an obstacle

avoiding path. Moreover, human workers on the factory floor may need to be extra

cautious since the path of the AGV will now not be confined to only over the

guidepath.

This chapter presents an obstacle avoidance algorithm that allows the AGV to

maneuver past obstacles in a not so large space requirement that was developed by

Kumar and Onwubolu (2003) as part of the research reported in this thesis. Safety of

workers is also not forfeited, as the AGV will always travel very close to the obstacle.

In fact with the implemented obstacle avoidance routine, expensive machines and

human workers are safer as the AGV will deploy its obstacle avoiding routine if any

of the two are in its way.

AGVs in most manufacturing facilities are given dedicated operational areas and

these are out of bounds to most factory workers. This is done purely to ensure that the

movement of the AGV is uninterrupted. The space is therefore fixed and the AGV has

to move within that. This means the obstacle-avoiding path should also fit within this

area. However, for obstacle avoiding AGVs, this space will be slightly larger.

Obstacle avoidance in fixed space allotments occurs on the highway where vehicles

often overtake slower moving cars or go past stopped vehicles. The width of the

highway is fixed and kerbs prevent vehicles from going onto the roadside. This is
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quite similar to the space allocations AGVs have. Just as pedestrians and other

infrastructure is protected by the kerb, the equipment and workers will be protected by

the boundary to the arena in which the AGV moves.

When the driver of a vehicle comes across a parked vehicle on the highway, a turn is

made. The turn is made into free space. However, the angle of turn decides the

direction the vehicle turns. In most cases, if the parked vehicle is towards the left of

this vehicle, the driver takes a right turn. This is because a higher degree turn would

have been required if the driver turned the car towards the left. A left turn would have

also led to a longer distance of travel and thus would have taken much more time.

Once the turn is made, since the space is confined, the driver would proceed very

close to the obstacle. Once the obstacle has been passed, the driver will bring the

vehicle back in the lane the car was driven initially in. Figure 4.1 illustrates this

concept.

Obstacle
avoiding vehicle Parked vehicle

Roadside Kerb

Figure 4.1 Obstacle avoidance by the driver of a vehicle

In the obstacle avoidance procedure described, the vehicle does not go beyond the

kerb. Secondly, on closer observation, the obstacle avoidance path resembled the

contour of the obstacle. Hence, the path is also predictable as the vehicle travels close

to the obstacle and returns to its appropriate lane just as the parked vehicle is passed.

However, the obstacle avoidance would not have been possible if the width of the

obstacle were too large. So there is a limit to the size of obstacle that can be avoided.
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The responses of the driver of the vehicle and how the vehicle goes past the parked

vehicle is the basis of the guidepath following obstacle avoidance routine. Once the

obstacle is detected, the AGV decides the direction it should turn away from the

guidepath. It is based on the direction in which the turning angle is lower. Then the

AGV proceeds until the obstacle is on its side. A turn that aligns the AGV parallel to

its initial direction of travel is made. Forward movement is carried out until the

obstacle is completely passed. The AGV then makes a turn and heads back to the

guidepath. This is called the guidepath following certainty grid (GFCG) method of

obstacle avoidance which is adopted in the research reported in this thesis.

This section therefore presents the guidepath following certainty grid (GFCG) method

of obstacle avoidance. First, the robot control model and the sensor models are

presented. Secondly, the obstacle avoidance algorithm is presented after which the

details of the GFCG simulation (GFCG Sim) software are presented. The GFCG Sim

software has been prepared to provide path model of the AGV for various obstacles.

4.2 AGV control model

The developed AGV uses a two wheel differential drive system where the wheels are

considered to be non-slipping and pure rolling. The wheels are located along the

AGV's central axis and the direction of rotation of the wheels determines the

direction the AGV moves. Displacement of the centroid of the AGV, D in such a

setup is given by Everett (1995) as

(4.1)

where Dl and Dr are the displacements of the left and right wheels respectively.

When the AGV turns, the respective displacements are given by

DX=DTJ^L (4.2)

where Wagv is the distance between the wheels of the AGV and θ is the orientation

angle or the desired turning angle. The displacement D is zero when the AGV turns

since it rotates about its central axis.
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In the ideal AGV, both the wheels rotate at the same speed in both directions. Hence,

if both wheels move forward, θ will always be zero. Odometry errors can therefore

be measured by θ. If one wheels slows while the other still maintains its speed, the

distance traveled by the slower one will be less. Thus θ will no longer be zero. This is

given by

Borenstein (1995) classifies these dead reckoning errors into systematic and non

systematic. Dead reckoning errors will cause θ not to be zero. Non-systematic errors

are caused by irregularities on the floor such as roughness, bumps and even cracks.

Systematic errors on the other hand, are caused from unequal wheel diameters of the

robot and different contact point sizes of the wheels. In all cases, one wheel may

travel faster than the other thereby leading to varying displacements between the

wheels.

The position of the AGV is given on the Cartesian plane as (xa ,ya \ while its

heading direction is represented by θh as shown by Figure 4.2. When the AGV moves

along the X axis, θh=0. Everett (1995) defines the path by using points (xd,yd)

and (xd+1,yd+1) as shown in Figure 4.2.
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-£>cos<9

Figure 4.2 AGVs kinetics modeling

(4.4)

Alternatively, Kim et al (1998) model this using velocity vector Q and the posture

vector P. The velocity vector Q = [v,ω]T consists of two components. One is the

translation velocity vector while the other is the rotational velocity vector and both

similar to the discussion above, are with respect to the center of the robot. The posture

vector, P = [xy,,θh]. The alternate kinetic model (Kim et al, 1998) of the AGV is

therefore given as

P =

cosθ 0

0

0 1

v=J()θ. (4.5)

However, the Cartesian plane model discussed initially is used in the development of

the GFCG algorithm.
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Equation 4.4 represents the AGV and its path on the Cartesian plane. Since the motion

deals with straight lines, the slope is easily determined. The slope of the path of the

AGV, magv is given by

g (4.6)

Hence, the path of the AGV is given by

ymagv=agv

xagv

+cagv ( 4 . 7 )

where cagv is the linear constant for the path of the AGV and (xagv,y' ) is the

instantaneous position of the center of the AGV at a given time, t.

Having represented the AGV on the Cartesian plane, the front ranging sensors are

now added to the model.

Figure 4.3 shows the configuration of the sensors. The positions of these are

dependent on (xyagv,,agvθh). Adjacent sensors are separated by distance dsen. A

sensor n = 0 is only used in modeling to represent the line of symmetry and separates

the right and left sides of the AGV. The current model is based on eight sensors and

hence the range of n, — <n< total is from - 4 to 4. The total number of sensors
2 2

used is referred to as ntotal.
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Figure 4.3 Layout of the AGV

The position of each n sensor on the Cartesian plane, shown in Figure 4.3, is given by

(Xsen, Ysen) and is expressed as

lagv cosθ h + n[ds

+ n[dsen

(4.8)

where n = 0, 1 ,±2 ...

(Xsen, Ysen) also moves with displacement of the AGV. The instantaneous position of

each sensor X t () ,Y() t is given by
|_ V /senn' \ /sennj

Xt() =+Xs
V )sen_n=+X s e n

Yt() =+YsenDsinθh
V )sen_n sen D

where D is the instantaneous displacement of the centroid.

(4.9)
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The focal point of the sensors (see Figure 4.3) is always a distance Rsen ahead of these

points.

4.3 Obstacle detection

An object is declared an obstacle only when the AGV has picked it up with its

sensors. Objects not on the path of the AGV are therefore not classified as obstacles

and the AGV never attempts to avoid these.

An obstacle is resolved into lines that represent its sides and each line is given by two

points such as {(x11,,yx)(2,y2)} as shown in Figure 4.4. It is basically the plan

view of the side of the obstacle. An object may have k sides, thus k lines, but not all

will be declared obstacles.

Obstacle 2
transformation

(xy22,)

Obstacle 2

Obstacle
Obstacle 1

Obstacle 1
Transformation fax)

Figure 4.4 Definition of obstacle

At this stage, the model makes the AGV collide with the obstacle. The critical points

that will collide are the instantaneous sensor positions Xt(), Y() t. Hence,
\ V /sen_n , V 'sen n )

when the AGV hits the obstacle, the points \Xt(), Y(t) 1 will lie on the set of
|_ ( )sen_n , V /sen_n J

points that join (X1,Y1) and (X2,Y2) .The slope of [ ^ ( O ^ . ^ M * , ] w i t h ()X1,Y1

will also be the same as the slope (X2,Y2) makes with (X1,Y1). Hence, the following

equation is a test whether the obstacle is detected by the AGV or not.
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_n * ( 4

°bs X.-X, X(t) -x,
z l V /sen n l

where (x1,y1) are the coordinates of the end point of the obstacle closest to the

AGV while (x 2 , y 2 ) are the other end point coordinate of the obstacle. But, since

(X()tsen,Y(t)sen) a r e a function of n, there can be n points that will satisfy the above

condition for each side of the obstacle. The best result X(t)min is one that has the

lowest X(t). This means the sensor that has the least displacement is taken to be the

best result. This in reality is applied as the sensor that first sees the obstacle initiates

the obstacle avoidance procedure.

In cases where the object is not detected, the AGV keeps proceeding and the next

obstacle must then be tested.

The current information provides a reference point on the obstacle where the AGV

will collide. However, collision is to be avoided. As mentioned earlier, sensors on the

AGV have a sensing range of Rsen. This information is helpful to determine the

position of the AGV if that sensor n has detected the obstacle. In order to determine

the position of the AGV, the focal position (X(t)sen_ 0,Y(t)sen 0) of sensor range n = 0

must first be determined. The instantaneous central focal position, (X()tsen_ 0, Y(t)sen 0)

is expressed with reference to X(t)min as

( 4

where in this case D is the lowest displacement after which a sensor n detects the

obstacle.
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Hence, if Rsen and l are subtracted from the [x(t) Y(t) ~\, it will provide
* |_ V /sen_0' \ Jsen_0J

us the position of the center of the AGV when the nth sensor detects the obstacle. This

is the position that the AGV will commence its obstacle avoidance maneuver from

and thus is referred to as ()Xavoid, Yavoid .

Xavoid =

^ =Y(t)sen_0 (Rsen+lagv)sinθh

(4.13)

4.4 Obstacle avoidance

A turn away from the obstacle marks the beginning of the obstacle avoidance

procedure. The turning angles for the clockwise and counter clockwise turns are given

0avoid _CW a n d θavoid ccw respectively and are expressed by

CVt —

I + R
\ agv sen J

avoid ccw
1

(4.14)

I + R
agv sen J

- nt.where n = total .The turn the AGV makes is the minimum of the two angles from

Equation 4.14

θavoid = m
'avoid_cw_cw,θavoid_ccw}

As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, the instantaneous deviation of the

AGV from the guidepath must be minimum. This is the motivation for the minimum

turning angle.
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Thus, the direction the AGV now travels is

Once the turn is taken, the AGV's circuitry disables the line-tracing behavior. The

AGV now moves away from the guidepath. An anchoring system must now be added

to ensure that the AGV does not venture too far off from the guidepath.

Anchoring is achieved by ensuring that the side sensors always have the obstacle in

sight while performing the obstacle avoidance procedure. If the obstacle remains in

sight of the AGV, the distance of separation between the two, Davoid will be less than

Rsen. Davoid & &V&1 by

(4.16)

When Davoid is greater than Rsen, the obstacle will not be sighted by the AGV. This

will cause the AGV to make a turn towards the target or the guidepath. Figure 4.5

shows this. This indicates that the obstacle has been cleared and checks for the need to

avoid other obstacles.

Figure 4.5 Obstacle getting out of sensors range

In other cases, where Davoid does not exceed Rsen, the AGV will turn after passing the

obstacle, that is once it has gone b e y o n d M ; ^ ) , ^ , ^ ) ] . This is shown by Figure

4.6.
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Figure 4.6 AGV completely passing the obstacle.

Once the above condition is satisfied, one obstacle is cleared. Now the obstacle next

closest to the AGV must be avoided. From earlier discussion, the obstacles refer to the

each of the k sides of the object the AGV is attempting to avoid. The test whether the

AGV hits the obstacle is carried on from Equation 4.10. If the obstacle detection

condition is satisfied, then the steps proceeding Equation 4.10 are carried out.

Otherwise, the obstacle detect test for other obstacles will be carried out.

If the obstacle is not detected, the AGV returns to the guidepath. The return angle is

given by

return heading \ avoid) (4.17)

where θreturn is the angle from the heading direction of the AGV towards the

guidepath.

4.5 GFCG Sim

The GFCG Sim was developed to test the GFCG algorithm in its development stages

and has since been developed to plot obstacle avoidance paths for any straight edged
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obstacle. It is a direct implementation of the mathematical model discussed in the

previous section.

Programmed using Borland C++®, the program requires the coordinates of the

obstacle and the AGV as input. These are (xyagv,agv,θagv) and [ ( x , , ^ ) , ^ , y2)~\. The

obstacle referred to is the segment of the obstacle closest to the AGV. This carries on

from the fact that the obstacle is split into segments of straight lines for analysis as

earlier discussed. For detected obstacles, the output from GFCG Sim is the coordinate

where the obstacle is detected (xy a v o i d , a v o i d) and t h e turning angle, θavoid of the

AGV. In other cases where the AGV passes along the obstacle, the coordinate where

the AGV has completely passed the obstacle is given. The output coordinates are used

to plot and graphically map the path of the AGV using AutoCAD®.

The program is divided into functions and each function is linked to the other. Figure

4.7 explains the data flow. Each block is a function. Coordinates of the obstacle,

location of the AGV and its direction of travel are input by the user through the user

interface. The gradients and linear constants for both the obstacle and the path of the

AGV are computed next. Using this information, the obstacle detect test discussed in

the previous subsection is performed. If the obstacle is detected, the turning angle is

computed otherwise the point where the AGV completely passes the obstacle is

determined. This data is then output to the screen.

Determine
gradient

J

Obstacle
detection

check

Compute turn
angle

Determine
location of

AGV

Figure 4.7 Data flow diagram for the program

Input to the program is made only once at the beginning. The program requests

initially for the coordinates of the obstacle and then the location and heading direction
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of the AGV. Input values must be in meters as calculations are based in meters. These

values are passed on from which the linear constants and slopes for the obstacle and

the path of the AGV are computed using equations 4.6,4.7 and 4.10.

The linear constants, cobs and ca and the slopes, mobs and ma are carried on and

are then used in obstacle detection routine. Firstly, with the obtained values, the

sensor model is obtained. Using the model for each sensor, the obstacle detect check

is carried out. Figure 4.8 illustrates this.

Have all the sensors been
~ _̂ checked? _

YES move to next sensor Validate

-~~~^ Is the obstacle seen? Has the ̂ ~-
threshhold distance passed?

YES

AGV moves forward

Computes Gradient

Record the sensor that
detects the obstacle with
minimum displacement
and the displacement

END

Figure 4.8 Flow chart for the obstacle detection routine

The loop starts with sensor - 4, that is the sensor on the left of the vehicle and

increments until finishing with the + 4 sensor. The 0th sensor is only a modeled

dummy sensor used in obtaining the position of the AGV. Cases in which the obstacle

is not detected, the model moves the AGV forward and hence with the AGV the

sensors forward 0.01m at a time and checking if the sensor position intersects with the

obstacle. This intersection is checked by using the earlier discussed obstacle detection

routine that involves the computation of the gradient of the sensor position with

respect to the obstacle. To compare the two gradients , a comparison ratio is used.

When the slopes are the same, the comparison ratio will return 1. However, a
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tolerance of ±0.25m is allowed The check and forward displacement carries on until

the obstacle is detected or the AGV has traveled a threshold distance without

detecting the obstacle. The threshold distance can be adjusted through the codes.

Using the threshold distance prevents the program entering an infinite loop. If the

obstacle is detected, validation is carried out. This checks whether the intersection

point lies between Ux^,y1),(x2,y2)~\- Thereafter, the sensor that achieves this and its

displacement is recorded and passed on to other functions.

Having detected the obstacle, the coordinates of the point of intersection are known.

Using this, the relative position of the 0th sensor, (xysen 0,sen 0) is determined by

using Equation 4.11. Thereafter, using Equation 4.12, (xyavoid,avoid) is determined.

Even if the obstacle is not detected, the program enters this function. But an initial

condition checks if the obstacle was detected or not. The obstacle detection routine

enables a trigger when an obstacle is detected and this is checked by later functions to

determine whether or not the obstacle was detected. If it was not, then the program

jumps to the end of the function as shown by Figure 4.9.

Was the obstacle
detected?

Compute the position of
the 0th sensor

Determine the position of
the center of the AGV

NO

END

Figure 4.9. Determining the AGVs location

The calculation of the turning angle marks the conclusion of the case where the

obstacle is detected. This section of the code using Equation 4.13 is able to determine
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the degree of turn the AGV makes to avoid the obstacle and its direction. However, in

implementation there are some differences. Obstacles are categorized in two, namely

the flat faced obstacle and the inclined obstacle. The categorization is done by

checking the difference of x1 and x2. When the difference is less than 1m, the

obstacle is considered flat. Inclined obstacles are detected as a point whereas flat

obstacles are detected as a plane. This is why the categorization is needed. The

following pseudocode explains the procedure.

Determine if the obstacle is flat faced or inclined faced
IF it is flat faced

Check the slope
For positive slope, determine angle using positive equation
For negative slope, determine angle using negative equation

ELSE IF it is inclined faced
Use point equation to determine angle

Flat obstacles have two critical points as shown by Figure 4.10(a). While using

Equation 4.13, n will not be the same for clockwise and counter clockwise turns. n for

clockwise turns will correspond to (X1,Y1) while n for counter clockwise turns will

correspond to (x2,y 2 ). This is because as shown by Figure 4.10(a), in the clockwise

turn, the AGV has to turn until it cannot detect (,x1y1) whereas in counterclockwise

turns, the AGV turns until it has turned past (,x2y2). In the inclined obstacle, in both

turns, the AGV has to pass (,x1y1). This is illustrated by Figure 4.10(b). The codes

take these into consideration by taking the (x,y) coordinates itself instead of the nth

cell that detects each of the (x,y) coordinates.
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Counter
Clockwise

Clockwise

Counter

Clockwise

(a) (b)

Figure 4.10 Turning angles critical points for (a) Flat faced obstacle (b) inclined

faced obstacle.

When the obstacle is not detected, the AGV will go past the obstacle. However, it will

not carry on forever. After the AGV has traveled some distance, it stops. Two cases

can cause this stop. As shown by Figure 4.11, the AGV stops when the obstacle is not

in sight or when the obstacle has been completely passed. The range of the side

sensors is also given as R .

as the obstacle
been passed?

Is the obstacle out of
range?

YES

YES

Move AGV
forward

Figure 4.11 Passing the obstacle
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The forward displacement for every step is 0.01m. Thereafter the data is output on the

screen. As shown by the Figure 4.7, the program loops back to start and the user

manually enters the output values from the first simulation into the next simulation.

Once an obstacle is successfully passed, the coordinates of a second obstacle can be

entered until the AGV returns or crosses the guidepath.

The coordinates can then be entered in a CAD software to map the path taken. Results

of some simulations are discussed in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Experimentation Results

5.1 Introduction

Results of the three major experiments carried out to analyze the performance of the

AGV are presented in this chapter. The chapter is divided into four with each section

dedicated to each of the experiments and the final section outlines the capabilities and

limitations of the AGV. The first section looks at the line tracing aspect. Sensor and

algorithm response on station detection constitutes the next section. Results on

obstacle avoidance experiment follow this. Results and analysis of both the actual and

modeling segments are presented and discussed.

5.2 Line tracing experiments

This set of experiments was aimed at studying the behavior of the AGV while line

tracing. It was also aimed at studying the changes in the behavior patterns of the AGV

as load was added to it. All of these can be observed through this experiment by

observing the time of travel, orientation angle at finish, current consumption and the

number of corrections required.

The tests were carried out in the USP gymnasium and the Intelligent Manufacturing

Lab in the Department of Engineering at USP. Black counter topping material was

laid on the floor with white electrical insulating tapes being the optical guidepath. The

guidepath had a width of 50 mm. The guidepath was not marked straight as edges of

the guidepath were left crooked deliberately. This was done to prove that small errors

in the laying of the guidepath do not affect the line tracing and the AGV is capable of

following lines with a high level of tolerance. A 2.4 m path was used.
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Approximately 30 kg pay load was anticipated to be carried by the AGV. Before the

start of the actual experiment, a 30 kg mass was placed on the AGV. The AGV

carrying this load, was not able to perform line tracing. The short pulses generated by

the line-tracing algorithm were not sufficient enough to supply adequate current to the

motor for start up thus the AGV remained still.

Line tracing is successfully performed from no load condition until the AGV carries a

load of 25 kg. This means the AGV, in order to perform line tracing, is capable of

carrying a maximum of 25 kg. With this threshold known, all experiments were

limited to 25 kg payload. The structure inclusive of the batteries and motors weighs

12.77 kg. This load does not include the weight of the aluminum cover panels.

5.2.1 Load versus time of travel

Load was gradually added on the AGV and the mean time taken to complete the 2.4

m path was taken note of. The results are tabulated in Table 5.1. Figure 5.1 shows the

time taken as load was added.

Table

Load(kg)
0
5
13
23
25

5.1 Time
Time (s)
Trial 1
5.92
7.75
7.56
6.72
7.19

taken to traverse 2.4

Trial 2
6.15
6.22
5.6
7.25
7.59

Trial 3
6.07
6.65
7.93
6.26
8.72

m straight paths with

Mean
6.05
6.87
7.03
6.74
7.83

Speed(m/s)
Trial 1
0.41
0.31
0.32
0.36
0.33

incremental

Trial 2
0.39
0.39
0.43
0.33
0.32

load

Trial 3
0.40
0.36
0.30
0.38
0.28

Mean
0.40
0.35
0.35
0.36
0.31

Load vs Time

• Trial 1
• Trial 2

Trial 3
Mean
Best Fit

10 20

Load (kg)

30

Figure 5.1 Load versus time for line tracing
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Load vs Speed

X Trial 1
• Trial 2
+ Trial3
- Mean

Best fit

10 20 30

Load (kg)

Figure 5.2 Load versus Speed for line tracing

Firstly from Figure 5.1, it is seen that time taken to travel the 2.4m path increases

gradually. This directly corresponds to the decease in the average speed shown by

Figure 5.2. On close analysis, if forecasted, on the addition of some more payload, the

average speed will decrease to 0m/s and time taken to travel 2.4m will reach infinity.

Generally, it is expected that the speed will gradually decrease to a critical level

before dropping considerably and eventually stopping. 0kg load refers to the AGV

traveling with only its own weight. Increments were done with 10kg masses but the

compartment to house the masses weighed 3kg, hence the total masses always

included this. A 2 kg mass was added to the 23 kg mass to test the AGV with a 25 kg

payload.

5.2.2 Load versus Current

Loading directly affects the current consumption of the motors. In the experiment, the

startup current and the average normal current were recorded with a gradual increase

in load. Table 5.2 compares these values. Load versus current and load versus start up

current is plotted in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 respectively. Both the currents were

measured using a digital multimeter.
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Table 5.2 Comparison of current values for AGV during start-up and motion.

Normal
Current

(A)

Start-up Current
(A)

Load

0
5
13
23
25

Trial
1

3.1
2.88
3.48
3.68
4.4

Trial
2

2.8
2.79
5.1
4.5
4.1

Trial
3

2.9
2.34
4.5
3.8
4.4

Trial
4

2.4
—

3.08
4.4
-

Mean

2.80
2.67
4.04
4.10
4.30

Trial
1

5.43
5.02
7.19
7.15
7.16

Trial
2

6.64
4.37
9.1

8.19
8.75

Trial
3

7.01
4.72
6.78
8.88
8.44

Trial
4

4.47
—

7.49
9.27

-

Mean

5.89
4.70
7.64
8.37
8.12

Load vs Normal Current

o

10 20

Load (kg)

30

• Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

x Mean Normal
Current

Best Fit

Figure 5.3 Load versus Normal current

Load vs Start up current

I

10 20

Load (kg)

30

• Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

Trial 4

x Mean Start-up
current

Best Fit

Figure 5.4 Load versus Start up currents

With load, the current consumption increases. This is typical for DC motors.

However, the increase is very gradual. From no payload to 25 kg load, there is only a
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difference of 1.5 A. This small difference is due to the support bearings placed on

either side of the wheels. In comparison with the floor-polishing robot which used a

very similar motor, while the no load current is also 3A, the current increases to

approximately 8.3 A for 20 kg load (Reddy et al, 2003). The floor-polishing robot

does not use the support bearings and hence the loading gets directly transferred to the

armature of the motor. The startup current also behaves similar to the normal current.

From the current analysis, it can be gathered that the sudden increase in time may

have been caused by the startup delay of the motor. When lower current is drawn with

load, it will take some time before the AGV would move.

The maximum normal current drawn is 4.3 A at 25 kg. Therefore, if the AGV

continues to travel with 25 kg, the 4.2 Ah lead gel battery will last approximately an

hour. Without any pay load, the normal current consumption is 2.8 A. Ideally with no

load, the battery will last 1.5 hours.

5.2.3 Loading and odometry errors

One of the key indicators to observe the efficiency of the line-tracing algorithm is to

monitor odometry errors. Sophisticated equipment such as high-speed cameras and

slow motion screens may give the best and most comprehensive analysis. However, in

the absence of such equipment, the number of times the AGV had to correct itself

from deviating away from the guidepath was counted and recorded. In addition, after

2.4 m, the orientation angle of the AGV was measured and recorded. The orientation

angle provides the mean orientation angle errors when the AGV stops at a station or a

node. The number of corrections helps prove that line tracing is needed to keep the

AGV on the required path and also prove that the algorithm is working. As mentioned

earlier, the guidepath was deliberately not made perfectly straight and load was

positioned at random positions on the AGV. The results of the number of corrections

and corresponding orientation errors are tabulated in Table 5.3. Figure 5.5 shows the

number of corrections done with load. Figure 5.6 presents the orientation angles.
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Load
(kg)

0
13
23
25

Table 5.3

Trial
Corrections

2
2
1
0

Number of Corrections and corresponding orientation errors

1
Error

( ° )
6

20
14
1

Trial 2
Corrections

1
1
1
1

Error

( ° )
6
15
5
6

Trial 3
Corrections

2
2
2
1

Error

( ° )
13
5
10
14

Trial
Corrections

2
1
1
-

4
Error

( ° )
10
12
7
-

Mean
Number of Orientation Error
Corrections

1.75
1.50
1.25
0.67

(°)
8.75
13.00
9.00
7.00

Load vs number of line tracing corrections
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Figure 5.5 Load versus mean number of line tracing error corrections
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Figure 5.6 Load versus orientation angles at 2.4m

As seen from Figure 5.5, stability of the AGV improves with loading since the

number of corrections decreases with load. As load is added, the AGV slows and thus

at slow speed, the AGV travels straight and hence the number of corrections are

lower. Contrary to that, the orientation angles did not change considerably and stayed

consistent. until after 20 kg when the orientation angle began to reduce. The reduction
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in the orientation errors can be attributed to the AGV being more stable at slow speed.

The number of corrections is also low in the region.

However, the mean orientation angle from all the loads, 8.4°, is quite high. Such high

orientation angles will mean reasonably higher time spent on correction of these

errors. Theoretically, the maximum error should be only 5.71°. As shown from

Figure 5.7, the AGV has the freedom to deviate 5.71° before the line tracers start

correcting. Equation 5.1 is used to calculate this angle of freedom.

1

d w
line tracer lin

(5.1)

where d =110mm, wline =50mm while dx=280mm.
line tracer

line tracer

wline

HllllllllllUlllllttttliiHiilll

Figure 5.7 Line tracing sensor control parameters

5.2.4 Hybrid line tracing algorithm

Since the outcome of the line-tracing algorithm was not satisfactory, changes to the

algorithm as discussed in chapter 3 were made and implemented. Figure 5.7 shows

the number of corrections for the new hybrid algorithm and Figure 5.8 shows the

orientation angles with increasing loads.
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Table 5.4 Number of Corrections and corresponding orientation errors for the

hybrid line-tracing algorithm

Load

0
5
13
23
25

Trial
1
a

4
4
2
4
3

PC)
5
3
15
5
5

Trial
2
a

3
3
3
2
2

PC)
5
5
2
3
0

Trial
3
a

3
2
1
2
5

PC)
0
2
2
4
7

Mean

a

3.33
3.00
2.00
2.67
3.33

PC)
3.33
3.33
6.33
4.00
4.00

a - number of corrections; β - orientation

Load vs Number of line tracing corrections for the
hybrid algorithm
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Figure 5.8 Load versus the number of corrections for the hybrid algorithm
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Figure 5.9 Load versus orientation angle for the hybrid algorithm

The hybrid algorithm, as discussed in chapter 3 takes a more reactive approach to

error correction. Error correction in the hybrid algorithm attempts to always reach
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equilibrium and makes repeated corrections. Equilibrium refers to ensuring the

guidepath stays the same distance away from both the line tracers. This is why the

frequency of error corrections has increased and the orientation angles decreased.

More frequent corrections mean that errors are eliminated while it is still growing and

there is also no chance for errors to accumulate. Comparatively, the approximate

orientation angle from the preceding algorithm for 13 kg from Figure 5.5 is 13°. The

orientation angle with the hybrid algorithm is 6.33°. A moderate increase in the

number of corrections is seen with increasing load for this algorithm. This is the total

opposite of the previous line-tracing algorithm. The orientation error slightly

increases with loading and is much lower than the line-tracing algorithm discussed

previously.

5.3 Station stopping response distances

Another experiment was carried out to observe the response distance of the AGV

before it stops upon detecting a station. The response distance consists of the distance

the AGV travels once the sensors have detected the station. This response distance is

caused by the time it takes the sensor to transfer information to the PIC16F877 and

the time it takes the PIC16F877 to process the information and instigate a reactive

response. The results of the experiment provide details on the distance over which the

AGV can stop after a station is indicated.

Distances of the station were varied solely to notice if the stopping distance is affected

by acceleration. The station was a white box with a width of 30 cm. Floor material

and the guidepath setup were retained from the previous experiment. Table 5.5

presents the results.

Table 5.5 Distance to station and corresponding response distances

Distance to station
(m)
0

0.5
1

1.5

Response Distance
(m)
0

0.19
0.24
0.23
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Station Position vs Sensor Response Distance

8
I
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I
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Figure 5.10 Station position versus sensor response distance

From Figure 5.10 and Table 5.5, it is noticed that the acceleration does affect the

stopping distance. The AGV stopped within 0.2 m when the station was 0.5 m away

and this value increased and remained almost the same for 1.5 m and 2 m. Response

distance tests for each distance were done four times.

By performing the tests four times, repeatability of the process can also be checked. In

the actual factory environment, a pick and place robot will be at the stations to receive

the items. It therefore is important for the AGV to arrive at the same point always.

Table 5.6 shows the response distances of each case and also provides the average

response distance along with the standard deviation to compare repeatability.

Table 5.6 Statistical analysis of stopping distance at stations

Experiment Number
1
2
3
4

mean

standard deviation

0.5 m
0.2
0.2
0

0.18

0.19

0.01

1m
0.2

0.27
0.29
0.2

0.24

0.05

1.5 m
0.15
0.37
0.2
0.2

0.23

0.10

Experiment number 3 of the 0.5 m station is zero since the AGV was correction its

orientation while line tracing. To correct, it had turned and the side sensors managed

to detect the station. However, this happened only once in the 12 experiments. This

result was ignored during the calculations.

The standard deviation is higher for the 1.5 m experiment. This is attributed to the

higher response distance seen in experiment 2. The average of other data without this
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0.37 m is 0.18 m while the standard deviation drops to 0.03 m. However, in the

determination of the repeatability, this 0.37 has been considered.

Groover (2001) provides measurement of repeatability. Groover (2001) defines

repeatability as the capability of a positioning system such as a CNC tool or a robot

arm to return to a given addressable point that has been previously programmed. This

is measured through location errors that have been presented by Table 5.6. Equation

5.2 gives the measurement of repeatability as given by Groover (2001).

(5.2)

where σ is the standard deviation of location errors. The repeatability of the AGVs

stopping at stations is therefore ±0.24 m. An average of the standard deviations of the

three stopping distances tested was taken as σ. This means the AGV must be

indicated to stop 0.24 m before the actual position it is required to stop.

5.4 Obstacle stopping response distances

Part of the obstacle avoidance experiments that will be discussed later was the

experiment to observe the response distance for stopping when an obstacle was

detected. The obstacles were placed at positions 20 cm on either side of the guidepath.

Eight trials were carried out. In four trials the obstacle was placed on the right of the

guidepath and in another four, to the left of the guidepath. The distance it travels

before beginning its obstacle avoidance routine was monitored and is shown by Table

5.7.

Table 5.7 Response distance upon detection of obstacle

Trial 1
Trial 2

Trial 3
Trial 4

Mean

Standard deviation

Distance when obstacle
on the right (m)

0.23
0.21

0.16
0.21

0.20

0.03

Trial 5
Trial 6
Trial 7

Trial 8

Mean
Standard
deviation

Distance when the obstacle
on the left (m)

0.11

0.23
0.11
0.16

0.15

0.06
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The mean response distance for obstacle detection on either side of the AGV varies.

Obstacle detection on the left side of the AGV has a lower response distance

compared to the right. For obstacle detected by the left sensors, the means response

distance is 0.15 m while it is 0.20 m for obstacles detected by sensors on the right.

This is because the implemented software polls the left sensor cluster first. Time

taken to perform the obstacle verification routine and the de-energizing of the relays

causes this delay.

Generally, the average sensor response is 0.18 m with a standard deviation of 0.05 m.

Using Groovers (2001) equation on repeatability, the response distance for obstacle

detection is repeatable to within ±0.15m. This means, while the sensor has a range of

0.8 m, the AGV stops 0.62 m away from the obstacle. This stopping distance is

repeatable to 0.15 m.

5.5 Experiments for Obstacle avoidance

The concepts and methodologies presented in chapter 4 for obstacle avoidance were

implemented in the AGV as discussed in the previous chapter. Experiments have then

been carried out to observe the behavior of the AGV with the GFCG obstacle-

avoiding algorithm. The experiment aims to verify that the GFCG algorithm is able to

maneuver past obstacles successfully and then validate the experimental results. This

is done both through simulation and actual testing on the AGV. A comparison is then

made between the actual and simulated outcomes.

A free space within the facilities of the USP gymnasium was selected for testing of

the obstacle avoidance component. Since all sensors were extensively used, the local

space around the AGV was cleared free of objects. Tests were also carried out at a

considerable distance away from the walls. The test direction also was critical so 175°

from North was chosen. The analog output of the compass has an output that

resembles the cosine graph, and therefore is symmetrical about 180°. With the

heading direction set to 175°, the behavior of the AGV at the symmetrical region can

be observed.
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Obstacles were selected and placed at pre-determined positions in front of the AGV.

White square cardboard boxes were used with obstacles. Cardboard is soft and light

and thus if the AGV did not respond in time, damage during impact will be minimal.

Each side had a flat surface of the same dimensions.

At the commencement of each experiment, the AGV was stationed at coordinate (0,0)

and at an angle of 0°. 0° here means it is at 175° in the true sense. Coordinates of

points where the AGV turns were recorded during each run. X-axis is the axis along

which the AGV travels. A minimum of two runs were performed with each obstacle.

Obstacles were placed on either side of the guidepath using the same dimensions. In

simpler terms, the AGV comes across the same obstacle once on the right side of the

guidepath and the other on the left. Later obstacles were placed on the guidepath

itself.

From the recorded data, the turning angles and travel distances involved were

computed. Figure 5.11 outlines the illustration of the key parameters.

Distance
from

guidepath

x33,y)

Figure 5.11 Illustration of the key parameters

5.5.1 Obstacle avoidance paths for obstacles on the sides of the guidepath

The first obstacle was a square box 0.24m x 0.24m. Its front face center was placed

0.3m to the right of the guidepath and then the same distance to the left. Coordinates

of each turn were recorded and are presented by Table 5.8. In the next experiment, the
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obstacle's front face center was placed 0.2m to the right and then the same distance to

the left.

Table 5.8 Coordinates of AGVs turning points

Obstacle 30cm from the guidepath

Right
Right

Average

Left
Left

Average
Obstacle 20cm from the guidepath

Right
Right

Average

Left
Left

Average

57.5
56

56.8

45.5
58

51.8

51
55.5
53.3

45.5
50.5
48

y1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

x2

135
122.5
128.75

129
156

142.5

130
139

134.5

133
135
134

y2

-81
-80.5
-80.75

65
69
67

-70
-82
-76

79
75
77

x3

250
267

258.5

222
233

227.5

251
253
252

208
211

209.5

J>3

-81
-83
-82

83
83
83

-69
-49
-59

86
82
84

x4

457
453
455

282
286
284

448
344
396

243
236

239.5

y4

-19.5
-41.5
-30.5

-9
-6

-7.5

-20.5
3

-8.75

-49
-41
-45

The path taking the average of each turning point for each obstacle is plotted and is

shown. Figure 5.12 shows the obstacle avoidance path for obstacle 30cm to the right

of the guidepath while Figure 5.13 looks at the path of the AGV for the obstacle 30cm

to the left of the guidepath. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 exhibit the paths taken by the AGV

to avoid obstacles placed 20cm to the left and right of the guidepath respectively.

AGV /

Guidepath
I Obstacle

Figure 5.12 Obstacle avoidance path for obstacle 30cm to the right of the

guidepath
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Figure 5.13 Obstacle avoidance path for obstacle 30cm to the left of the

guidepath

Figure 5.14 Obstacle avoidance path for obstacle 20cm to the right of the

guidepath

Figure 5.15 Obstacle avoidance path for obstacle 20cm to the left of the

guidepath

5.5.1.1 Analysis of the obstacle avoiding paths

Path models for each of the obstacle avoiding maneuvers have been plotted above. It

is conclusive that the GFCG method is successful in avoiding obstacles on either side

of the guidepath and then also being able to trace its path back to the guidepath. In the

experiment, the AGV was manually stopped when it made its approach to the

guidepath to ease data recording.
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The obstacle avoiding paths for the obstacles placed on the right are analogous.

Differences in the initial turning angles due to the position of the obstacles are

obvious. Similarly, for obstacles on the left of the guidepath, the paths are comparable

and the differences in the turning angle are noted. However, in cases where the

obstacles are placed symmetrically over the guidepath, the paths are not symmetrical.

The obstacle avoidance paths to the left of the guidepath travel longer before

returning to the guidepath when compared to the obstacle-avoiding path towards the

right. This affects the total distance required to maneuver past the obstacle. The cause

of this can be determined from further analysis of the results.

From Table 5.9, the angles for each turn were computed. Equation 5.3 is used to

determine these.

6> = tan"1 \y**y* Equation 5.3
\xn+l-xn)

Table 5.8 shows each turning angle. If the first row of Table 4.4 is considered, and θ1

is to be determined, xn=57.5, xn+1=135, yn=0 and yn+1= -81. Then by using

Equation 5.3, as shown, θ1 is calculated.

= 46.27°f
135 57.5

Negative angles represent a turn towards the left and since the AGV initially turned

left, the degree of the first turn is negative. θ3 represents the turn made once the

obstacle is passed as shown by Figure 5.10.
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Table 5.9 Degree of turns

9X°
Obstacle 30cm from guidepath

Right
Right

Average
Left
Left

Average

-46.27
-50.44
-48.36
37.9
35.15
36.53

Obstacle 20cm from guidepath
Right
Right

Average
Left
Left

Average

-41.55
-44.48
-43.02
42.08
41.59
41.84

92°

0
-0.99
-0.50
10.95
10.31
10.63

0.47
16.15
8.31
5.33
5.26
5.30

o

16.55
12.58
14.57
-56.89
-59.23
-58.06

22.19
13.83
18.01
-75.47
-78.52
-77.00

However, with these angles now considered, the true orientation angle of the AGV

must also be considered. The initial true orientation angle of 175° must be used for

computation. At present, all angles have been determined with the initial orientation

reference set to 0° but now the 175° can be added to it. This yields the true angle of

the AGV and is the angle that the compass reads. True angles can be determined by

equation 5.6.

for0iAand0) Equation 5.6

The true angles are given in Table 5.10.
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Table 5.10 True angles for each turn

Obstacle 30cm

Right

Right

Average

Left

Left

Average

Obstacle 20cm

Right

Right

Average

Left

Left

Average

from guidepath

128.73

124.56

126.65

212.9

210.15

211.53

from guidepath

133.45

130.52

131.99

217.08

216.59

216.84

175

174.01

174.51

185.95

185.31

185.63

175.47

191.15

183.31

180.33

180.26

180.30

191.55

186.59

189.07

129.06

126.08

127.57

197.66

204.98

201.32

104.86

101.74

103.30

In order to now validate this set of results further, data needs to be converted to the

form that is used by the PIC microcontroller and corresponding hardware. In the

AGV, the Hall effect compass gives out analog voltages as discussed which are read

in by PIC. The voltage is converted into an 8-bit number and is then used in

computation.

An equation that converts the angle to voltage is derived from data supplied by the

manufacturers of the compass (Dinsmore, 2003). A cosine curve with tuned amplitude

best describes the relationship between the two. Equation 5.7 is used for this

conversion.

vcompass = +2.5 + 0.6 cos 9^ Equation 5.7

where vc ass is the voltage output by the compass for a given θtrue . In the first

column, 0tme is 175°. Using Equation 5.7, vcompass for this angle is determined to be

1.91V as shown.
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Having obtained the voltages corresponding to the angles, a conversion to binary

digits must be done.

The analog input of the PIC reads between 0V and 5V while the PIC16F877 for

ROVER has the ADC setup to 8 bits. As given below, the 1-volt corresponds to

approximately binary number 51.

R = -
V^-V^ 5-0

The output of the compass is (2.5 ± 0.75) V. This in terms of binary digits, sets the

operating range of between binary values 89.3 and 165.8 as shown.

51 x (2.5+ 0.75) = 165.75 bits

51 x (2.5 0.75) = 89.25 bits

With interpolation, the corresponding bit values for each angle can be determined and

are shown by Table 5.11. Conversion of 1.91 volts to binary digits is shown.

1.91 1.75

3.25 1.75

b 8 9 . 3

165.889.3

= 97.46

Bit values are read as integers by the PIC microcontroller so the zero decimal points

are used. 97.46 thus becomes only 97. Voltages corresponding to θ2 and

θ3 respectively are given in Table 5.11 by v2 and v3. Bit values for each voltage are

then given by b2 and b3 while the last column gives the difference between the two.

The bit values, as mentioned earlier are the values PIC16F877 uses in computation.
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Table

Obstacle 30cm from
guidepath

Right

Right

Average

Left

Left

Average

Obstacle 20cm from
guidepath

Right

Right

Average

Left

Left

Average

5.11

v2

1.91

1.91

1.91

1.91

1.91

1.91

1.91

1.92

1.92

1.91

1.91

1.91

Angle

b2

97

98

98

98

97

98

97

98

98

97

97

97

to bit relation

v 3

1.92

1.91

1.91

2.13

2.15

2.14

1.94

1.96

1.95

2.35

2.38

2.36

98

98

98

109

110

109

99

100

100

120

122

121

(b32 b)

1

0

0

11

12

11

2

2

2

23

25

24

The differences of the bit values are given in the last column of Table 5.11 and

correspond to the final turn, θ3 of the AGV towards the guidepath.

5.5.1.2 Analysis of the turning angles

θ1 is purely based on the information of the front IR ranging sensors. Comparatively,

the angles for the obstacle 20cm from the guidepath are similar as shown by Table

5.12. Note that the absolute angles are given instead of having negative angles for left

turns. There is less similarity for the obstacle 30 cm from the guidepath. However, if

reference is made to Table 5.8, for the obstacle on the right, the AGV was late in

detecting it and thus the distance between the AGV and the obstacle was shorter

resulting in a larger turn angle.
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Table 5.12 Analysis of θ1

n ° Q o o ° Standard
θright θleft θmeano Deviation

Obstacle 30cm from guidepath

Average 48.35 36.53 42.44 8.36

Obstacle 20cm from guidepath

Average 43.02 41.84 42.43 0.83

While the GFCG algorithm assumes the AGV travels in a straight path in the next

portion, it in reality does not. Ideally, θ2 should be 0° but due to the AGV not being

able to travel straight without line tracing, there is deviation from its intended

trajectory. The bearing of this segment of the obstacle avoidance path should be the

same as that of the guidepath.

Table 5.13 Analysis of θ2

θrigh

Obstacle 30cm

Obstacle 30cm

o Q o
t oθleft

from guidepath

0.495 10.63

from guidepath

8.31 5.23

0 °
mean

5.5625

6.77

Standard
Deviation

7.17

2.18

There are cases where the angle is very close to zero as shown by the Table 5.13 but

then the deviation from the expected path is almost 10°. The general deviation from

the guidepath is similar on both sides confirming that the AGV does not travel straight

without the guidepath. In addition, the high standard deviation indicates that this angle

is not consistent. The AGV at present does not have an implemented mechanism to

correct odometry errors of this sort.

5.5.1.3 Analysis of θ3

θ3 is monitored by the obstacle-avoiding algorithm of the AGV. Once the obstacle is

passed, the AGV turns towards the guidepath using a delay of 300ms. This delay

however is split into two portions. First the AGV turns for 100ms after which the

compass checked. If the turn is more than 5 binary values away from the previous
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path of the AGV, a further 200ms turn towards the guidepath is made before the AGV

proceeds to the guidepath. If the turn is less than 5 bits, the AGV will turn towards the

guidepath until a difference of binary value 5 is reached. There is no upper limit to the

degree of turn made.

From Figures 4.11 to 4.14, it is noticed that for the obstacles on the right, θ3 is more

than θ3 for obstacles on the left of the guidepath. This causes the path not to be

symmetrical. However, the algorithm is the same for both the paths. Table 5.14

exhibits the bit differences for θ3. The bit difference has to be greater than 5 for the

turn to stop.

Table 5.14 Bit differences for obstacle avoiding path

Standard
Right Left Average Deviation

Obstacle 30cm from guidepath 0 11 5.5 7.78

Obstacle 20cm from guidepath 2 24 13 15.56

While the bit differences are considerably low for turns towards the guidepath for

obstacle on the right, they are very high for obstacles on the left. Odometry errors

could be cause of this. Since line tracing or any other form of odometry error

correction is not done in the obstacle avoidance routine, the AGV can deviate from its

path due to both systematic and non-systematic errors. In this case, the unequal speed

of the driving motors causes the differences. The algorithm using the compass ensures

that the difference is just above binary value 5 before allowing the AGV to move

straight ahead towards the guidepath. But, as the AGV moves ahead, one wheel, in

this case the right wheel moves faster and thus forces the AGV to deviate. As shown

by Figure 5.15, this would mean a higher θ3 for right turns and lower θ3 for left turns.
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Towards obstacle
•<

path / /
/ Intended

path

Faster wheel

\ N. Actual
\ \ . path

Away from obstacle
•

(a) (b)

Figure 5.16 Deviation from intended path due to unequal driving motor speeds

in (a) left turns (b) right turns.

As shown by Figure 5.16(a), for left turns the deviation is towards the obstacle while

for right turn as shown by Figure 5.16(b), the deviation pushes the AGV away from

the obstacle. To validate this observation, average of the turns are taken. It is seen

from Table 5.14 that the average binary value difference for obstacle 30cm from the

guidepath is binary value 6 and a binary value 13 difference is for the obstacle 20cm

from the guidepath. The mean differences agree with the algorithm since they both are

greater than 5. The 13-bit difference for the second case is valid since as mentioned

there is no upper limit to restrict the degree of turn. While the paths have been taken

to be straight, they are curved and more sophisticated test equipment will be needed to

plot the curved path.

In addition, the use of only the cosine curve causes minor inaccuracies as well. The

slope of the cosine curve approaches 0 at 180°. This causes the slope to gradually

decrease when approaching 180° and then increase after 180°. At that stage, while the

change in angle is dynamic, the corresponding change in voltage and hence the bit is

not. Table 5.15 shows this.
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Table 5.15 Comparison of angular and bit differences

Obstacle 30cm from guidepath

Right

Left

Difference between right and left

Obstacle 20cm from guidepath

Right

Left

Difference between right and left

Absolute Angle
Difference

14.57

58.06

43.49

18.01

78.52

60.51

Bit Difference

1

11

10

2

24

22

It is evident from the table that the bit difference and the angular difference have very

little correlation. While the difference between the right and left cases for obstacles

30cm from the guidepath is 10 bits, the mean angular difference is about 43.49°. For

the obstacle 20cm away from the guidepath, a binary value difference of 22 bits

results in a mean angular difference of 60.51°. The bit difference from the cases

shown in Table 5.15 has doubled while the angles have not. This is because the slope

of the cosine curve is different in either direction. Obstacle avoidance paths to the left

of the guidepath cross the 180° mark on their return to the guidepath.

The cause of this non-conformity is that only one curve of the compass is used. If the

sine curve is also used, the angle can be accurately determined through the tangent

rule. However, the PIC16F877 does not have sufficient memory space to allow this

intensive computation. But, this non-conformance will only exist around the vicinity

of the 180° mark and this is why initially an angle of 175° was chosen for testing.

Directions away from the 180° and 0°mark will not face any inaccuracies arising

from the compass. A look-up table may be the used to eliminate the non-conformity.

5.5.1.4 Analysis of path between θ2 and θ3

The distance between the corner points indicated by θ2 and θ3 is the actual distance

the AGV needs to traverse past 0.24m long obstacle. It is calculated by equation 5.8.

d = (3x2) Equation 5.8
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Table 5.16 gives analysis an of this distance. The pre-obstacle travel refers to the

distance traveled by the AGV before the obstacle is detected and the post-obstacle

distance is the distance traveled after the obstacle has been passed.

Table 5.16 Analysis of distance between θ2 and θ3

Case

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12

1.35 2.5

1.23 2.67

1.29 2.22

1.56 2.33

0.96 2.5

1.3 2.51

1.39 2.53

1.33 2.08

1.35 2.11

2.34 0.94

2.21 0.88

2.49 1.14

0
-1

10.95

10.31

0

0.47

16.15

5.33

5.26

16.03

-9.04

8.48

Difference, d

1.15

1.46

0.93

0.77

1.54

1.21

1.14

0.75

0.76

0.94

0.88

1.14

Pre-obstacle travel

-0.2

-0.08

-0.14

-0.41

0.19

-0.15

-0.24

-0.18

-0.2

-0.25

-0.18

-0.2

Post obstacle travel

(

1.11

1.28

0.83

1.04

1.11

1.12

1.14

0.69

0.72

0.95

0.82

1.1

The post obstacle travel values are significantly higher than the pre obstacle travel

values. A delay of 300 ms in the obstacle-avoiding algorithm causes this. The delay

has been added to ensure that the obstacle is completely passed before the turn,

towards the guidepath is made. Ideally the AGV travels 1.1m when θ2 is 0. This was

seen in cases 1 and 5. From the table it is also noticed that the lowest value of post

obstacle distance occurs in case 3. Here θ2 is 10.95° and hence the vehicle moves

away from the obstacle. This results in the obstacle going out of the range of the

AGV's side sensors much sooner. Similar occurrences are noticed also in cases 8 and

9.

Most pre-obstacle distances are negative. It means that the turn occurred when the

obstacle was within the vicinity of the side sensors. Except for the case 5 where the

vehicle traveled 0.19m before the obstacle was detected. Case 5 is an ideal case since

as earlier mentioned the θ2 is 0°.

Overall results reveal consistency within the pre-obstacle and post obstacle travel

values. Table 5.17 presents the average and the standard deviation for both the travel
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values. A high degree of consistency is noticed between the results as shown by the

low standard deviation values.

Table 5.17 Statistical representation of pre-obstacle and post-obstacle travel

Pre-obstacle travel Post obstacle travel
Average -0.17 0.99

Standard deviation 0.13 0.18

5.5.2 Obstacle avoidance paths for obstacles on the guidepath

Obstacles were then placed on the guidepath itself, directly in front of the AGV. The

obstacle avoidance path is very similar to what has just been discussed.

From ten runs, it was noticed that in all ten, the AGV turned right. The obstacle

avoidance path checks the left cluster of sensors first. If obstacle is detected, it begins

the obstacle avoidance routine that takes the AGV to the right of the guidepath.

Hence, the obstacle on the left is given priority.

Data from two tests were collected similar to the previous section. These were

analyzed and are presented by Table 5.18.

Table

l
2

average

5.18

JCl

53.5
60

56.75

Experimental results

y1
0
0
0

x2

133
135
134

y2
90
82
86

x3

221
246

233.5

76
99

87.5

for

x4

255
317
286

obstacle on the guidepath

y4
-15

-16.5
-15.75

Ox
48.55
47.56
48.055

c/2 c/3

-9.04 -69.52
8.48 -59.52
-0.28 -64.52

The average results are then plotted in Figure 5.17 to graphically illustrate the path

taken by the AGV.
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Figure 5.17 Experimental results for obstacle directly on the guidepath

The plot is similar to the obstacles that were placed on either side of the guidepath.

This confirms that the obstacle avoidance routine for obstacles on the left was used.

Cases 11 and 12 in Table 4.12 provide the pre-obstacle and post obstacle distances for

this obstacle. In comparison with other cases, the pre-obstacle and post obstacle

distances are the same as some cases where the obstacle was placed away from the

guidepath. Moreover, since the turn was towards the right, as seen in previous cases

where right turns were also made, the AGV tends to move close to the obstacle while

returning to the guidepath.

5.6 Results of the GFCG Sim modeling

The GFCG modeling software that has been presented in chapter 2 provides ideal

solutions on the modeling of the obstacle avoiding paths for each of the four cases.

The coordinates for each obstacle are fed in with the positions of the AGV. The AGV

positions are the positions from the actual result namely (x1,y1). This has been done

to make the results closer to the actual case. There are delays associated with the robot

stopping once the obstacle is detected, so by taking actual values only in this stage,

some differences are compensated for. As discussed in the previous sections, there is

a response distance involved with obstacle detection. In the actual cases, the obstacle

is not detected at 80 cm but at the distances shown in Table 5.7. Firstly Table 5.19

outlines the predefined parameters used in the GFCG modeling software.
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Table 5.19 Predefined parameters of the software

Parameter

rad

lagv

dsen

threshold

rsen

lemma

numsen

Value

57.3

0.7

0.088

100

0.8

7
5

Description

Angle to radian conversion

Length of the AGV

Separation distance of sensors

Free travel threshold

Range of sensors

Sensor control value

Number of sensors (n+1)

Table 5.20 presents the turning points from the simulation for each obstacle case

followed by the respective turning angles. (x4,y4) are not determined by the software

and hence are not presented but θ3 is.

Table 5.20 Simulation results

x1 y1 x 2 y 2 x3 y 3 θ1 θ2 θ 3

Obstacle 30cm from guidepath
Right 58 0 121 -83 157 -83 -34.6 0 34.64
Left 57 0 109 82 174 83 36.94* 0 -53.06

Obstacle 20cm from the guidepath
Right 54 0 77 -67 174 -68 -41.31 0 41.31
Left 48 0 85 69 174 69 39.51 0 -50.49

To convert to true angles the 175° initial bearing is added. Thereafter, the angles are

converted to binary digits and the differences worked out. The true angles, respective

bit values and bit differences are given in Table 5.21.

5.21 Simulation results analysis

Obstacle 30cm from guidepath
Right
Left
Average
Obstacle 20cm from the guidepath

Right
Left
Average

175
175

175
175

Binary
value 2

97
97

97
97

θtrue3

230.36
121.94

223.69
124.51

Binary
value 3

108
112

106
111

Difference

11
15
13

9
14
12
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An average binary value difference of 13 bits and 12 bits is achieved for the obstacles

30cm and 20cm away from the guidepath. The values are consistent.

5.6.1 Analysis of path between θ2 and θ3

The distances are straight forward to calculate here since θ2 is zero. Similar to Table

5.16, the results for the simulation results are presented by Table 5.22.

Table 5.22 Distances traveled to traverse obstacle

Pre-obstacle Post-obstacle
x2 x3 Difference travel travel

Obstacle 30cm from guidepath
Right 1.21 1.74 0.53 0.06 0
Left 1.091.74 0.65 -0.06 0

Obstacle 20cm from the guidepath
Right 0.77 1.74 0.97 -0.38 0
Left 0.85 1.74 0.89 -0.30 0

In only the first case the AGV has to travel 6cm before sighting the obstacle. In the

other cases, the obstacle is detected while the AGV is in the turn. The post obstacle

values are zero indicating the AGV stops immediately after the obstacle has passed.

5.7 Comparison of the actual and simulated results

It is important to compare the mathematical model to the actual occurrences. Firstly,

errors in the implementation of the algorithm can be detected and secondly correction

factors can be added to the model to make it better. In this section, however, only a

comparison between the simulated and actual results will be done.

A graphical comparison of the actual paths and the modeled path are given by the

following figures. Figure 5.18 illustrates the paths taken by the AGV to avoid the

obstacles placed 30 cm from the guidepath while Figure 5.19 illustrates the path for

the obstacles positioned 20 cm away from the guidepath. The left and right portions

have been combined in each figure to show the similarity in the modeled path

between either directions of turn and the actual paths.
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Paths to avoid obstacle B
Actual
Simulated /

Paths to avoid obstacle

Figure 5.18 Modeled and actual obstacle avoiding path for obstacles 30cm from

the guidepath

A rlii a 1

Simulated

K
A

dd

\ Obstacle avoiding path for obstacle B

guidepath \

\ Obtacle avoiding path for obstacle A

Figure 5.19 Modeled and actual obstacle avoiding path for obstacles 20cm from

the guidepath

There are differences between the simulated path and the actual path. This can be

attributed to the sensor response time, errors in unguided straight path travel of the
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AGV and time taken for information processing by the microcontroller. The

illustrated and the discussed results are based on the straight line behavior of the AGV

and thus the instantaneous positions during movement are not known. The actual path

links the key coordinate points through a straight line.

θ1 is purely based on sensor response and basically the setup of the sensors, their

separation distances and their range determine their behavior in the model. Table 5.23

compares the average actual and the simulated values of θ1.

Table 5.23 Comparison of actual and simulated θ1

Obstacle 30cm from guidepath

Right

Left

Obstacle 20cm from guidepath

Right

Left

Actual θ1

-48.35

36.53

-41.55

41.54

Simulated θ1

-34.6

36.94

-41.31

39.51

% Similarity

71.56

98.9

99.42

95.11

The results of three simulations are close to the actual by more than 95%. Only in the

first case, the value is only conforming by 72%. This however can be verified through

more experiments.

Table 5.24 presents the similarity between the actual and simulated values of θ3.

Table 5.24 Actual and Simulated θ3 comparison

Actual θ3 Simulated θ3 % S i m i l a r i t y

Obstacle 30cm from guidepath
Right

Left

Obstacle 20cm from guidepath

Right

Left

14.57

-58.06

18.01

-76.99

34.64

-53.06

41.31

-50.49

42.06

91.38

43.59

65.58

There is a vast difference in both the values and this can be attributed to variations in

the implementation of the algorithm. The model computes the angle based on
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Equation 2.17 while the actual algorithm waits until the bit difference is greater than 5

bits. A correction factor can be implemented to increase the similarity.

Similar implementation differences also exist for the traverse distance between θ2 and

θ3. This can be corrected appropriately since actual model allows for a 300 ms

clearance travel which the model does not. A comparison of the traverse distances

between θ2 and θ3 is given by Table 5.25.

Table 5.25 Comparison of the traverse distance between θ2 and θ3

Pre-Obstacle travel Post Obstacle Travel
Actual -0.17 0.99

Simulated -0.17 0

The mean post-obstacle travel distance for the actual and the simulated cases are the

same. However, there is a 0.99 m to cater for by the model. This is from the earlier

mentioned 300 ms delay added to the obstacle avoidance algorithm to allow for

clearance.

5.8 Summary of capabilities and limitations of the AGV

With the above experiments and analysis of the results, a table of the AGVs

specifications can be produced. Table 5.26 therefore provides the specification sheet.
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Table 5.26 Specifications of the AGV

Task Performance

Line Tracing

White line width

Turning radius

Maximum speed

Braking distance

Stopping distance at station

Stopping distance for obstacle

Front sensor range

Side sensor range

Obstacle detection height

Maximum payload

Operating voltage

Current consumption of Motors

Current consumption of PSU

Current consumption of PIC

Accuracy of 1°

50mm

0m

0.48m/s( 1.7km/hr)

Stops immediately when power turned off

0.24m

0.17m

0.80m

0.80m

0.20m

25kg for line tracing

12V for motors, 5V for others

4.3Amax@12V

0.04A max @ 5V

0.47A max @ 5V
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Recommendations

6.1 Summary

An optical guidepath following AGV, ROVER I capable of avoiding obstacles on its path

has been successfully developed. The AGV is powered by 9V and 12V lead gel batteries

and is driven by DC motors that have built in reduction gears. It uses a differential

steering system. Line tracing sensors, obstacle detection IR sensors and Hall effect

compass aid the AGV in navigation and obstacle avoidance. The AGV has a square

0.7m×0.7m base and the top cover is 0.8m above the ground. A conveyor unit loads and

unloads material to and from the AGV. Intelligence is contained in a PIC16F877

microcontroller and supporting circuitry enables its smooth operation. To counter

PIC16F877's low program memory, the computationally in-expensive reactive paradigm

is used. Landmarks in the form of nodes and stations allow the AGV to maneuver from

source to target continually.

An obstacle avoidance algorithm, specific to guidepath following AGVs also has been

developed and implemented. The GFCG method of obstacle avoidance mimics the

behavior of a driver of a vehicle that is overtaking another vehicle. When avoiding

obstacles, if the obstacle is to the right of the AGV, the AGV takes a left turn and vice

versa since the turn to the opposite side of the obstacle will be of a lower degree. It then

anchors to the obstacle and carries on following the contour of the AGV until it rejoins

the guidepath. A mathematical model of the GFCG method of obstacle avoidance has

been produced. The mathematical model has been used to the develop GFCG Sim

software. The GFCG Sim uses the location of the AGV and the obstacle to model the

AGV’s obstacle avoidance path.
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This AGV follows a white optical guidepath with an average orientation error of 1° and

has a point turning radius. It travels at 0.48m/s and can detect obstacles 0.8 m away. The

AGV stops at stations for loading and unloading within 0.24 m. Moreover, it begins the

obstacle avoidance routine at an average of 0.6 m away from the obstacle.

Experimentation results show that ROVER avoids obstacles placed on either side of the

guidepath by taking the path around the obstacle with the shortest turning angle.

Obstacles with centers placed directly over the guidepath right in front of the AGV were

also successfully avoided. Plot path maps reveal similarity between all obstacle

avoidance paths and thus the obstacle avoiding paths are predictable. Distances to

traverse the obstacle are considerable but these can be controlled from the program of

control. At present, a 300 ms delay takes the AGV 1 m past the obstacle before turning

back to the guidepath. The cost to manufacture the AGV is $ 5312-00.

6.2 Evaluations

This research by developing an AGV in the South Pacific Region has contributed towards

the expansion of the Region's technological base. AGVs, which meet the needs of the

Region's manufacturing industries, can thus be developed within the region at

significantly lower cost. The contribution of such a venture economically will be vast.

While regionally producing the AGVs, employment will be provided to regional citizens.

Moreover, capital expenditure by firms will be retained within the region unlike the

present where foreign firms earn most of it and technical support for the AGVs will

always be readily available since technical persons developing it will be from the region.

6.3 Recommendations for future work

While the aims of this research, to develop an automated guided vehicle with an obstacle

avoidance system has been accomplished; further research to make the AGV more

capable may be carried out. The major areas of further work include the implementation
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of imaging sensors such as cameras and laser scanners that can map the obstacle in three

dimensions. This will then enable the AGV to determine optimal paths around the

obstacle and avoid trap conditions. However, this will also mean the AGV having to use

a PC instead of a microcontroller. Speed controllers need to be also developed that will

adjust the speed of the motors. With loading, the motor speed decreases and hence the

time taken to travel between points increases. In manufacturing, where operations are

time dependent, AGVs with such abilities will make production more efficient. Once the

above mentioned capabilities are embedded in the AGV, it could be linked via a single

PC with a number of other machines. This will lead to the establishment of a flexible

manufacturing system where the operator will be able to configure the operations of a

number of machines in the manufacturing facility from a single PC.

Further work may also be carried out to increase ROVER's ability to carry a pay load of

more than 25kg. Sensors to monitor the load and unload process may also be added to the

loading/ unloading unit. This will enable the unit to function based on the actual position

of the entity instead of the time delay that is currently being used. A battery recharging

facility may be added such that the batteries need not be removed from the AGV for

recharging.
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Appendix 1

Bill

Appendix 1

1 of Materials

Bill of Materials
Item

Electronics
78LO5 Voltage Regulators

Capacitors (Assorted)
ULN2003A

DPDT Relays
74LS32N

Coiled Colored Flat Cable
Line-tracers

Analog Compass
IR Ranging Sensors
Single Sided PCB

PIC16F877
4MHz Crystal Oscillator

MAX232
Switches

Motor
Miscellaneous

Total Electronics

Hardware
Aluminum Angled Plate
Aluminum sheet (2mm)

Aluminum flat bar
Aluminum rod
Orange Perspex

Castors
Rubber Wheels

Bearings
Steel flat bar

Conveyor Fabric
Fasteners, nuts & bolts

Cover Panels
Miscellaneous
Total Hardware

Software
CCS Compiler

Total Cost
Total Cost with overhead

Qty

4
5
2
6
3
1
3
1
10
3
1
1
1
3
3

4
1
4
2
1
4
2
8
1
1

36
1

1

Unit Price

$4.00
$0.50
$4.00
$12.50
$14.80
$75.00
$30.00
$74.00
$38.00
$81.20
$40.00
$5.00
$19.00
$1.50

$433.00

$20.00
$63.00
$12.00
$99.00
$85.00
$1.10

$50.00
$7.50
$15.00
$35.00
$20.00

$175.00

$800.00

Total

$16.00
$2.50
$8.00
$75.00
$44.39
$75.00
$90.00
$74.00

$380.00
$243.60
$40.00
$5.00

$19.00
$4.50

$1,299.00
$70.00

$2,445.99

$80.00
$63.00
$48.00

$198.00
$85.00
$4.40

$100.00
$60.00
$15.00
$35.00

$720.00
$175.00
$70.00

$1,583.40

$800.00

$4,829.39

Bill of Materials

Supplier

Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local

Acroname
Dinsmore
Acroname

Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local

Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local
Local

CCS Inc.

$5,312.32
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Appendix 2

Design Drawings

1. Electronics circuit diagram of ROVER I

2. Mechanical Engineering Details of ROVER I

3. Dimensional Details of mechanical structure for ROVER I



Coneyor unit. Linen fabric belt with
1.6mm thickness aluminum sheet

support and 12.5mm rollers at either
Tensioner Roller- adjusted by

increasing/ decreasing
distance to top

end

Heated and bent 3mm orange
perspex sheet to house sensors.
Sensors fastened to sheet with

separation distance of 8cm. Unit
fastened to chassis.

Conveyor driving
unit. Motor to

pulley via 10mm
thickness rubber
belt and plastic
gears- driving

ratio: 1:1
3mm Orange
Perspex sheet

X
Circuits

Compartment

Ccsr

1 inch by 3mm thickness aluminum
bar to hold castors

0.2m d iameter

Chassis of 1 inch by 1 inch by 2mm
thickness aluminum angle plate. _

Side Sensor
fastened to 3mm

thick perspex
sheet

Rubber Wheel,
50mm thichkness

with plastic
reinforcment

Wheel
Assembly

Stainless steel
roller bearings with

12mm inside
Diameter.

Diameter 13mm
Steel Shaft pinned

to plastic
reinforcement of

the wheel

3mm thickness
Steel Frame to

hold motor to the
chassis of the AGV

Mechanical Engineering Details of ROVER I
Shivendra Kumar

Department of Engineering
2003



Wheel Details

o

19

13

15

-E

2.5
20

Steel Bracket
to house motor

Wheel

Bearings

32
70

Rl

35

50

70

Aluminum Sheet
to reinforce conveyor

70
66

Conveyor Details
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RELAY 1

RELAY 2

RELAY 3

LINE TRACING SENSORS

1

D5

RIGHT MOTOR

LEFT MOTOR

RELAY 1

RELAY 2

CONVEYOR

NOTES:

POWER SUPPLY LINES SHARED HERE BUT DISTRIBUTED

WHEN CONNECTED.

PIC AND BOOTLOADER CIRCUITS NOT INCLUDED

Electronics circuit diagram of ROVER I
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